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'Brigadoon'
'Brigadoon' Continues
Continues
Appears
Appears
Through
Sunday
Sunday

John Spen~~r Churc~ll, au~hor, ~a~ter and nephew of
the great Bnbsh war-tune Pnme Mm1ster, will speak here
o~ Tuesday at 8 p.m. at Magoffin Auditorium under the auspices of the Faculty Lecture Committee. His subject will be
the Churchill family.
A distinguished writer and painter in his own right, John

Spencer Churchill was in unique
Lerner and Loewes production,
and intimate touch w i t h Sir
"Brigadoon.," is being presented
Winston throughout the great
leader's most active years. It was ,
today and tomorrow at 8 p. m.
a nd Sunday at 2:30 p. m. in MaSir Winston who first encouraged
his nephew to paint and inspired
goffin Auditorium.
him to write.
In his younger years, the two
"Brigadoon" is a musical set
th
Phillip Hanson, the one man Churchill families were frequent
in
of Scotland. Alth e highlands
th
drama, sponsored by the SAB visitors together at Blenheim (the
e play takes place in
though
and the Drama Department, will famed Marlborough Palace);
e twentieth century, all the inbe on the TW Campus Wednes- more recently he bas spent much
h abitants of the city of Brigadoon
day at 8 p. m . in Magoffin Au- time at Chartwell, Sir Winston's
dress as they had dressed a hunditorium.
own home for which Lady
dred years ago. What is the
Mr. Hanson will perform a se- Church i 11 ~ommissioned Joh?
'BRIGADOON' . . . cast members create a scene from ''Brigastrange mystery surrounding the
. Spencer to pamt a mural for bis
·es from Shakespear ,
doon." P erformances con tinue through Sunday. (See pare 3 for
little hamlets? Tommy Allbright
1
~uding parts of "H~e:.rs
uncle's 75th birthday. ~e uncle I a dditional p ictures of the musical performance.)
(Larry Dean) and Jeff Douglas
"As y
L "k It., H h
and nephew often painted to- -----------------'-----------♦ (Brad Harlow) set out to unou 1 e
.
e as enth
ravel the mystery of Brigadoon
titled
er. s pencer Churchill
. 1s
. a
after
accidentally finding the
ools " his skits "Villains And geJohn
.
great story-teller with a lively
city.
·
A press release from Pryor- sense of humor and a flair for
They go into the city amidst.
enz Inc. reported th~t in three colorful anecdote. Many have deall the singing and dancing and
years, Mr. Hanson gamed a re- scribed his eloquence and reso,i ~
there they meet Meg (Mimi
putation as one of America's nant voice as typically ChurchEtcheson) and Fiona (Nancy Elost entertaining solo dramatic illian. He deals with the living
lis, Suzanne Johnson) and the
erformers. His availability dur- stuff of historical events and
The Athletic Department announced the appointment of other inhabitants of Brigadoon.
·ng the off months of January, shares his uncle's dual ab ility to James Cavalleri to the position of Athletic Business Man- There is Henry (Pete Porter),
February and the summer describe events in the sonor ous ager. Mr. Cavalieri took over the duties of the position after Fiona's sister (Sylvia Dean) and
months has added much to his phrase-and to expose pretence leaving his job as Personnel and P lacement Director which Maggie (Carole-Ann Penaska)
kyrocket success.
and humbug with a mordant he has held for the past five years.
and the caretaker of the city.
Pryor-Menz also reported that quip.
Mr. Cavalieri was born in 1922 in Cosmopolis, Washington. TOMMY FALLS IN LOVE
. Hanson spends eigh t months
Born in 1909, the son of Sir
He attended public schools in
of the year on the road and en- Winston's younger b roth er, b e is
Dallas and received a BA in
Tommy meets Fione and falls
·oys every minute of it.
a grandson of Lord Randolph
Psychology and Sociology from in love with her only to find
To date he has covered 120,- Churchill and his American wife,
Southern Methodist University. that she cannot leave the city.
Before coming to Texas West- She won't explain why. Every
000 miles and played 30 of the Jennie Jerome. His m other was
nited States including Alaska Lady Gwendoline Churchill, t h e
ern in 1960, Mr. Cavalieri work· night the inhabitants go to sleep
and Hawaii and five Canadian daughter of th e 7th Earl of
ed for ten years as a District and when they awake it is one
provinces.
Abingdon. His sister is t h e wife
Scout Executive for the Boy hundred years ago. This spell
The Vancouver British Col- of Lord Avon (Anthony Eden ).
Scouts of America in Dallas and was put on them hundreds of
umbia Sun" said of Mr. Hanson,
He was educated at Harrow
El Paso. He is married and has a years ago when witches were in"The saddest words he spoke in and Oxford and studied p ainting,
6-year-old daughter, Debra Ann. vading the villages in order to
the two hours of his spell-binding sculpture, and architecture in art
His wife, Mabel, is also a gradu- protect Brigadoon.
ere 'the end.'"
centers throughout Europe. DurTexans will vote November 2 ate of SMU.
Henry, the lead dancer, is the
The San Francisco Examiner ing World War II he served as a on several . ~endments to the
Among Mr. Cavalleri's duties clansman who is dissatisfied with
reported, "There can scarcely major in British Counter-Intel· state_ C~nstitution. Th~ Prospe~- as Athletic Business Manager is life because the girl he is in
tor m its next two issues will the managing of Memorial Gym love with marries another man.
(Contlnned on Page
Page 5)
(Continued
· t ended to ex- the Sun Bowl and all functions' He tries to leave Brigadoon beContinued on
-11 •e 5)
publis h art·1c1es m
((Contlnned
on P
Page
5)
plain and inform the student taking place there, accountability fore night falls. If he does leave,
body of the contents of these pro- and responsibility for tickets to the spell will be broken and the
posed amendments.
all functions, responsibility for , city of Brigadoon will vanish
Amendment One is designed to the athletic teams when they are forever. In the chase that folgive 17 state-financed colleges out of town, paying and report- lows Henry falls and is killed.
and universities, not including i~~ all_ bills, an<3: some respo~i- He is brought back no longer a
Texas Western, a constitutionally bility m scheduling the sporting t hreat to the village.
j:>ased source of funds with which events.
(Contlnned on Pace
Page '7)
7)
(Continued
to build in preparation for the
-------The
The evaluation
evaluation team
team from
from the
the Lowenstein.,
Lowenstein, and
and L. L
L.. AberneAberne- increased n um b e r of students
Southern
Association
of
Colleges
thy.
predicted for them by the Texas
Southern Association of Colleges thy.
dd SS hh ls
bb
on
Departmental
Study
Is hh
on Campus
Campus
Departmental
Study CommitCommit- Commission on Higher Education.
an_
cC oo
as
.
tee:
President Joseph Ray said last
an.
00
as een
een.
tee: Milton
Milton Leech,
Leech, Ray
Ray Small,
Small, c.
C.
this past
the
past week
week evaluating
evaluating
the L.
L. Sonnichsen,
Sonnichsen, and
and L.
L. L.
L. AberAber- week that the passage of Amend- 1
various
ment One is vital to us and that
various Texas
Texas Western
Western departdepart- nethy.
nethy.
Goblins. witches,
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ghosts and
and
Goblins,
ghosts
Election
Election of class
class favorites,
favorites,
ments
Section I-Purpose:
ments as part
part of the TW selfseltI-Purpose: Dean Ray he is "very much in favor of it."
monsters will all
all unite
unite to celebcelebmonsters
Sun
Sun Princesses,
Princesses. and
and All
All TWC
TWC
study
Small.
TAX INCREASE
tudy program.
program.
Small. Coordinator.
Coordinator.
rate
rate their
their annual
annual night
night out
out at
at
Man
Man and
and Woman
Woman will
will be held
held
Members
Members of
of the
the evaluation
evaluation Section
Section II-Organization
lI-Organization and
and The ad valorem tax presently
the Halloween
Halloween costume
costume ball
ball in
the
Wednesday
in the
SUB
Wednesday.
the
team
are
Dean
Howard
L.
HunAdministration:
Dean
Ray
Small,
finances
the
building
programs
team are Dean Howa~d L; Hun- Administration:
Dean Ray Small,
the
the SUB
SUB Ballroom
Ballroom next
next Friday.
Friday .
lounge
lounge from
from 8 a. m
m.. until
until 5
ter,
m s o0 nn University;
of 12 state-supported schools. It
ter, C
C 11 eems
Umverslty; JJ.. Coordinator.
Coordinator.
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m.
If
needed,
run-off
elecneeded.,
run-off
elec"Goblins
Go-Go"
has
been
"Goblins
A
Go-Go"
h
as
been
W.. Gordon
Section
ProGordon Gourley,
Gourley, Clemson
Clemson
Section III-Education
III-Education
Pro- is a general property tax of five
tions
tions will
will be
be held
held Thursday.
Thursday.
selected
as
this
ye
ar's
theme
for
selected
year's
theme
for
University;
John
L
.
Blackburn,
gram:
Ralph
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who
cents
on
the
$100
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The,
University;
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who
the
the dance
dance scheduled
scheduled from
from 8 p.m.
p.m.
Candidates are
are nominated
nominated
Candidates
Florida
State
University;
Florida
State
UmveX:~>lty; and
an.d is
is currently
currently working
working on
on his docdoc- proposed amendment would inmidnight. Go-go
Go-go girls,
girls, which
which
to midnight.
by one
one of
of the
the organizations
organizations
by
Dean
Dean Herbert
Herbert A.
A. Hamilton,
Hamilton, UniUm- torate
torate at
at the
the University
University of
of MisMis- c rease the tax by five cents on
consist
consist of volunteer
volunteer college
college stustuon
Campus
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they
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they
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Southwest
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the
same
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and
would
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featured. Some
Some of
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Candidates for
for
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Candidates
Dr.
Harry Simarll, Mississippi
include five more schools. The
Dr. Harry Simarll, Mississippi
Section
IV-Financial
ResourSection IV-Financial Resour- amendment will require about
them
them are
are Lynda
Lynda McMahan,
McMahan, Eileen
Eileen
Class Favorites
Favorites must
must have
have a
Class
State
University·
Robert
" t or. 50 cents per capita per year of
State
University; , Dr.
Dr.
Robert ces: R"
Richard
Burns
Coordinator.
1ch a rd B
urns, C
oord ma
Groff, Kay
Kay Ray,
Ray, and
and Maxine
Maxine BerBerGroff,
2.2 grade
grade average
average and
and womwomBryan.
sSection
Bryan, University
University of Florida;
Florida; and
and
V-Faculty:
Floyd
0'-- the taxpayer's money.
ect·ion V
- FacuIty : Fl
oyd O'
ry.
ry.
running
for TWC
TWC Sun
Sun
en running
for
Dean Frederick
Frederick W
W.. Conner,
Conner, UniUni- Neal,
Neal, Coordinator.
Coordinator.
Dean
(C tin ...,,
Orange
with
Orange parachutes
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with black
black
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must h
have
averersity of
S
·
VI
on Ucu on Pa«e 2)
Ralph
cct 10n
- L i"b rary: R
al p h
versity
of Alabama.
Alabama.
Section
VI-Library:
V
figures
figures suspended
suspended from
from the
the ceilceilage
age of 2.5. There
There will be
be no
President D. W. Colvard,
Colvard, MisMis- Lowenstein,
Lowenstein, Coordinator.
Coordinator.
President
Al
h L
bd Delta
ing will
will decorate
decorate the
the Ballroom.
Ballroom.
campaigning
during
these
ing
campaigning
during
these
Alpha
Lambda
sissippi
Dean
Section
Personp a am a Delta
sissippi State
State University;
University;
Dean
Section VII-Student
VII-Student
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figures will
will also
also be
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hung
elections.
elections.
falmer Pilcher,
Pilcher, Florida
Florida Atlantic
Atlantic nel:
nel: Floyd
Floyd O'Neal,
O'Neal, Coordinator.
Coordinator.
I Palmer
Pre-Initiation
Pre-Initiation Tea Held
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from the
from
the ceiling
ceiling and
and smoke
smoke from
from
In
In charge
charge of the
the AssociaAssociaUniversity; and
and Dr.
Dr. Raymond
Raymond L
L..
Section VIII-Physical
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dry
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Students
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Alp~a.
Cravens, Western
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Kentucky State
State Floyd
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Coordinator.
in tubs
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water, will
will add
add to the
the
ions are
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Mills and
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Pre-Initiation
Tea on Wednesday
Wednesday
College.
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Tea
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Section IX-Special
IX-Special
Activities: Pre-Imhahon
eerie
eerie atmosphere.
atmosphere. A cave-shaped
cave-shaped
Pam
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The deans
deans will
will submit
submit reports
reports Richard
Richard Burns.
Burns, Coordinator.
Coordinator.
mask will serve
serve as a background
background
Girls accepted
accepted for
for membership
membership
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Conner
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Program:
Girls
to chairman
chairman
Conner who
who will
will
Section X-Graduate
X-Graduate
Program:
for the
the band.
band.
were:
Joyce P
P.. Goldin,
Goldin, Janet
Janet
make
Coordinator.
were:
Joyce
make the
the final
final report.
report. TW PresPres- L
L.. L. Abernethy,
Abernethy,
Coordinator.
A&S GRADUATES
GRADUATES
T
he band
The
band will
will either
either be the
the
Sue Heister,
Heister, Lane
Lane W. King,
King, UrUr'ident
Other
ident Joseph
Joseph Ray
Ray will
will receive
receive a
Other assistance
assistance to the
the evaluaevalua- Sue
Instigators,
Intruders
or the
Instigators,
Intruders
the Wild
Wild
sula I.
I. Menk,
Menk, Sara
Sara L. Miller,
Miller, JoJoAll January
January
graduates
who
copy
tion
week
was given
All
graduates
who
copy of
of the
the recommendations.
recommendations.
tion program
program
week was
given sula
Ones.
anne M. Mudd.
Mudd, Sandra
Sandra K
K.. RogRog- have
have not
not reported
reported to the
the office
office Ones.
Members
Members of
of the
the Texas
Texas Western
Western by
by Nellie
Nellie Urrea,
Urrea, secretary
secretary to
to the
the anne
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Gracie
Gracie Smith
Smith
and Dr.
Dr.
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Baron.
of
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Sciences
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sell-study
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Arts and Sciences Ray
self-study committees
committees were:
were: Steer
Steer Dean
Dean of
of Women,
Women, and
and Don
Don Hutch
Hutch- - ers and Marie Louise Baron.
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act as chapchapInitiation of new
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Small should
should bring
bring their
their trantran- Galvin
ing
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Initiation
ing Committee:
Committee:
Richard Burns,
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ins, research
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assistant in
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the ofoferones.
erones.
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set for
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N overn ber 23.
scripts in by
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next week.
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been
scripts
Ray Small,
Small. Floyd
FJoyd O'Neal,
O'Neal, Ralph
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Institutional
Studies.
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their all-time
all-time Wilkinson's
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Wi1kinson's favorite
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favorite targets.
greats as well as a three-pronged.
Cowboys possess
strong !-11·
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three-pronged
The Cowboys
possess strong
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side running
running with
fullback Mike
offensive
attack, the
the University
with fullback
Mike
Wyommg will
TWC s _gridgrid- Davenport
(4.6 yards
carry)
Wyoming
will host
host TW~'s
Davenport (4.~
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per carry)
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in an and tailback
Jim Kiik
yards
tomorrow at Laramie
LaramJ.e m
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g
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o
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.
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1
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•

!
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C
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H
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•h
Queen Judy
Smzth
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mzl
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Judy Smith,
Smith the 1965 Home, crowned Penrock,
ock,
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queen,
coming queen, crowned
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the winner of the Texas Western
Homecoming Purse.
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Homecoming
A
crowd
of
2,500
patrons watchwatchA crowd of 2,500 patrons
ed
the hard
hard charging
Penrock
ed the
charging Penrock
come
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overt~e
come from behind
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front running
running Sgt. Toro 1D
the
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feature race. It was a thunthunthe feature
dering finish
the wire
wire with
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finish at the
Penrock aa neck
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of Sgt.
Penrock
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Toro and
Inventure. Jockey
Toro
and Inventure.
Jockey Joe
Joe
Espinoza, aboard
aboard third-place
third-place finfinEspinoza,

d• .

Predictions
Pre 1ctions

Meet
Meet

GEORGE
GEORGE
LOOK
LOOK

Your Rudolph
Rudolph
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Representati e on Camp
Representative
Campus

Texas
Arkansas 14.
Texas 17
17, Arkansas
14.
Texas
Western 21,
21, Wyoming
Texas Western
17
17._
Colorado State
21, West Texas
Colorado
State 21,

7
7._
Texas
Tech 20, Oklahoma
Texas Tech
Oklahoma State
State
88._
Michigan
Michigan State
State 22,
22, Ohio
Ohio State
State
7.
Georgia 25, FSU 6.
Nebraska
State 0.
O.
Nebraska 28,
28, Kansas State
State 28,
28, Memphis
Mississippi State
State 7.
State
Utah 30,
30 UNM
UNM 18.
Washington State
Arizona 14, Washington
State
6.

WINDOW TO OPEN
TICKET WINDOW
Student ticket
Student
ticket windows in
Memorial
Memorial Gym will reopen
reopen at
8:30 a. m. Wednesday to sell ticktickState game.
ets for the Arizona State
CADET OF THE
THE WEEK
WEEK
Timothy
Dilliplane has been
Timothy Dilliplane
named Cadet
Cadet of the Week by the
the
ROTC.
Hall
ROTC. He lives at
at Burges
Burges Rall
and is the
Charles
the son of Capt. Charles
Dilliplane
Turkey.
Dilliplane M.D.
M.D. now in Turkey.
WHO'S WHO
WHO STUDENTS
. The deadline
deadline for juniors,
junio.rs, senrors,
students apiors, and graduate
graduate students
plying lor
plying
for the Who's Who Among
Students in American
Students
American UniversiUniversities and
Wednesday_
ties
and Colleges is Wednesday.
The applications
turned
applications are
are to be turned
in at the
the Dean of Men's office.

GEORGE
George, sophomore
and memb
member r
George,
phomore government
rov mment major
major and
of Phi Kappa
Tau
ppa T
u Fraternity
ternlt:r wants
an to Innle
Invite studenls
den

at
at TWC
TWC to "c'mon down" and talk
talk to
Rudolph
to him
him att Badolph
Chevrolet.
Chevrolet.
There's no need
poeat Chevy~er,-one
There'
need to sell the ire,at
Cbevy-ev
on
knows
it's reputation
kno
it'
reputation for high quality.
qaall . So
o Georre
Geo,rre has
has
comer the
decided to corner
the Collere
Cone,e market
m r et by
b:r offeriD&'
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spec
la I rates
rates
special

andd low
low budget
bu

ftnancinr
the
llnanclnr for
for the

economy-minded
student.
economy-b1inded student.

Be' an easy person
He's
with, and wbatth
he has
person to talk
talk wlt.b
make a lot
lot of difference.
to sayy can make
dJfferen, e.

M t George Look-a
Meet
Loo -a man
man who has your
:roar lnteftllll!
lnte
in mind.
mJnd.

Rudolphh Chevro
Chevrolet
Rudolp
let
415 W.
Antonio
fl5
W, Sou
D AnfonJo
532-1631

Faculty, Seniors & Juniors
Faculty,
Juniors Oct. 15 through
through Oct. 22
Special Student
Student Prices
Prices ..... . $2.25 PAYABLE AT THE TIME
OF THE
THE SITTING.
SlTl'ING. Best
pose will be
be selected
selected by the'
student.
Best pose
the student.
$2.00
order the student
student wishes to place
2.00 will
will be credited
credited to any order
place
for additional
additional portrait
portrait pictures
pictures before
before Nov. 15, 1965. A
selection
poses ls
Is ofl
offered
each student
student lor
selection of 4 color poses
red each
for a $5.00
sitting
charge. Additional
Additional selection of
poses only
tttn, charie.
of f4 poses
onl:r $4.00
BOYS WILL WEAR WHITE SBIBTS,
SHIRTS, DABK
BOYS
DARK COATS
I

AND
TIES.
AND TIES.

KERN PLACE PHARM
.KERN
PHARMACY
ACY

For further
call 565-9282
further information
information call

...."".... 'T... .,....~
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SENIOR
MEN!
SENIOR
MEN!
•
' HEY! LOOK US OVER!
"•.
THE
THE

.

>

r

;

•

,

"'c:-.

o_..

....l

c:' r~<

UNIVERSITY
UNIVER
SITY

230 Cincinnat
Cincinnatii Avenue
Avenue
Cash & Carry For Less-~Mu(h
Less-~Much Less!

TR
RU
STT ...
... offering
offering
T
U S

PLAN FOR THE COLLEGE
COLLEGE MAN!
THE COLLEGE PLAN
Especially
Especially prepared
prepared for you by . . ._

Sheaffer Cartridge
Cartridge Pen
Pen Set--$1.3
Set--$1.399
::~pr:~~e $1.95 Sheaffer

GIRARD
a legal reserve
GIRAR
D L~F'E
L~FE
a 1company
~
INSURANCE
COMPANY OF AMERICA
INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICA

since 1906
1906
Serving 42
states, the
Serving
42 states,
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia,
Western Europe
'
Western
Europe and Puerto
Puerto Rico.
EXCELLENT
International
EXCELLENT RATING by Dunne's
Du~e•s International
QUALIFY FOR
FOR DEFERRED
DEFERRED
YOU MAY QUALIFY
PAYMENT PLAN
PLAN
PAYMENT
"wnner"! INVESTIGATE
See a "wnner''!
INVESTIGATE then
then DECIDE!
BOB DIBLER
DIBLER or
or BILL CARMAN - 532-4221
53~21
Suite 411
Towers Building
Building
Suite
411 - University
University Towers

CHECK
CHECKS
CASHED
S CASHE
D FREE
FREE

October
October 22, 1965
1985

,,
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THE
THE PROSPECTOR
PROSPECTOR

BRIGADOON
BRIGADOON

ACT
ACT 1I SCENE
SCENE 2 HARRY
HARRY BEATON
BEATON - MAGGIE
MAGGIE ANDERSON
ANDERSON

ACT
ACT 2 SCENE
SCENE 3 HARRY
HARRY BEATON'S
BEATON'S DEATH
DEATH SCENE
SCENE

ACT 2 SCENE
SCENE 2 TOM
TOM ALBRIGHT
ALBRIGHT - FIONA
FIONA MacLAREN
MacLAREN
ACT

TW
TW ALL
ALL COLLEGE
COLLEGE CHORUS
CHORUS DIRECTED
DIRECTED BY MR. CHARLES
CHARLES WOODUL
WOODUL

PHOTOS
PHOTOS BY
BY CRAIG
CRAIG DAHL
DAHL
STORY BY
BY BELEN
HELEN MUELLER
MUELLER
STORY

Musical Creates
Creates Mystical
City
Musical
Mystical City
II

The
The curtain
curtain rises,
rises, and
and the
the auau- Harlow.
Harlow. Jeff
Jeff is the
the comic.
comic, the
the a b?uncy.
bouncy, gay, naive
naive maiden
maiden
drunk who creates
creates a world
world of looking
looking for
for love, but
but not
not knowknowdience
from
dience is
is transformed
transformed
from an
an drunk
1h"
hIS
own
from
a
bottle
He
is
about
finding
it.
·t
·
·
the
u
s
to
the
!
bottl
H
•s
a
ing
how
to
go
about
finding
it.
au
I
ormm
1n
.
.
1s
own
rom
a
e.
e
1
auditorium
in
the
U.
S.
to
the
d
realist not putting
putting faith
faith or
or trust
trust
The sad, disillusioned
disillusioned characcharacmystical
The
mystical city
city in
in Scotland,
Scotland, that
that realist
-ppears only
t O anything
th· g hhe cannott see
ter of Henry
is i;l~e~o~;
played by Pete
only once
once every
every 100
100 ·m
aappears
into
any m
e canno see,· ~~r~~.
Porter. H:r~~y
Henry is is
in love with
hear,
smell,
taste,
touch
or
swalyears, the city
city of Brigadoon.
Brigadoon.
years,
hear, smell, taste, touch or swal- Fiona's sister. but she is to marlow. All th
through th
the play th
this Fiona's sister, but she is to mar"Brigadoon"
rough
e play
is ry
"Br-igadoon" at
at first
first sight
sight is a low. All
ry another.
another. Porter
Porter is
is the
the lead
lead
pessimist trys
trys to convince
convince TomTomay, light
.
M
.
light musical
musical with
with all
all the
the pessimist
ggay,
1ay·gadoon
•
all
a
dancer
along
with
agg1e
my that
t hat
Brigadoon
is all
dancer along with Maggie p
playBri
my
15
bounciness and
and merry-making
merry-making
bounciness
of dream, a fantasy. Tommy is look- edd bby c
1 An pPenaska.
k
Carole-Ann
both
dream, a fantasy. Tommy is look- c
Y aro e- n enas a.
both Market
Market Fair
Fair and
and Highland
Highland
fng for
for something
something
and BrigaBriga- MARKET
MARKET FAIR
FAIR
fling
and
fling played
played to
to the
the hilt
hilt by
by the
the ing
th an
doon provides
provides him
him wi
with
an ananThe play
play opens
opens with
with the
the singsingchorus,
The
chorus, dancers
dancers and
and soloists.
soloists. It doon
swer to his search,
search, an
an answer
answer in
in ing
ing and
and dancing
dancing of
of Market
Market Fair.
Fair.
is also
also a soft,
soft, tender
tender romance
romance and
and swer
thee form
form of love
love and
and a girl,
girl, Fiona.
Fiona. It
It is a gay
gay affair
affair and
and the
the mood
a sad
sad story
story bringing
bringing out
out all the
the th
hopelessness
and disillusionment
disillusionment
hopelessness and
TWO
is reflected
TWO LEADING
LEADING LADIES
LADIES
reflected in the
the singing
singing of
of the
the
two of the
the main
main characters.
characters.
of two
number.
From
this
number.
From
this fast
fast gay
gay
Fiona is played
played by two leadlead- 1 rhvthm
MAGICAL
Fiona
MAGICAL DAY
DAY
rhythm the
the music
music fades
fades into
into the
the
ing ladies, Nancy Ellis and Su· soft lines
lines of the
the song
song Brigadoon,
Brigadoon,
Larry
Larry Dean,
Dean, male
maJe lead
lead playing
playing ing ladies, Nancy Ellis and Su- soft
zanne Johnson. Nancy Ellis per- done by the chorus.
chorus.
Tommy
Tommy Albright,
Albright, portrays
portrays aa zanne Johnson. Nancy Ellis per- done
nd Friday
forms on
on Wednesday
Wednesday aand
Friday
young
man
dissatisfied
with
life
forms
Tommy
Tommy and
and Fiona
Fiona harmonize
harmonize
young man dissatisfied
with life
and
Suzanne Johnson
Johnson ?n
on T~ursThurs- beautifully
nd Suzanne
and
in "Walking
beautifully
"Walking Through
Through
and seeking
seeking something
something he
he doesn't
doesn't :,
rd ay. Fiona
day aand
Saturday.
Fiona _is
is aa the
nd Satu
knov.·
the Heather."
Heather."
know he
be has
has lost.
lost. Both
Both Tommy
Tommy day
dreamy
who
.
dreamy character
character
who believes
believes
and his
his comrade
comrade Jeff
Jeft accidentalaccidental- that there is only one boy for
The music
music throug~out
throughout the
the p~ay
play
and
T_he
that there is only one boy for
ly
stumble
upon
the
city
of
varies
from
the high
high stepp1i:1g
stepping
ly stumble upon the city of her
her and
and someday
someday he
he will
will come.
come. v~nes from. the
Brigadoon just
just as it begins
begins its
its
Brigadoon
highland
fling
to the
highland
fling
the tragic.
tragic,
one, magical
In
to
magical day.
In contrast
contrast
to Fiona
Fiona is Meg,
Meg, lonely
lonely wail
wail of
of the
the bagpipes
bagpipes in
In
played by Mimi
Mimi Etheson.
Etbeson. Meg is the
the death
death scene.
Jeff
Jeff Douglas
Douglas is played
played by
by Brad
Brad played

~~i~

BARRY
HARRY BEATON
BEATON -

PRESTON
PRESTON PORTER
PORTEB

nONAFIONA -

SUZANNE
SUZANNE .JOHNSON
JOHNSON

J

-

October 22,
22, 1965
October
1965

THE PROSPECTOR
PROSPECTOR

Page 2
Page

Peripatetic Jottings
Peripatetic
Jottings

Museum
Process Of
Of Change
Change
Museum In Process
Lacks Student
Student Interest
Interest, Support
Support
Texas
Western College
College iis
Texas Western
growing in many
many areas,
areas, and
and
growmg
the
Pasoo Centennial
Centennial Muthe El Pa
Museum on
Campus is in
in the
the
seum
on Campus

Constitutional
Proposed Constitutional
Amendments
Expla'ined
Amendments Explained
(Continued
from Page
Page 1)
(Continued from

President
that the
the only state-supported
state-supported senior
senior
President Ray said that
universities not
covered by Amendment
~ne
colleges and universities
no~ covered
Amendm~nt ~ne
are the
the five which get
get their
funds from
from the
are
their funds
the University
University
Permanent Fund.
The Fund
endowment
Permanent
Fund. The
Fund is a tremendous
tremendous endowment
from the
the oil lands
schools
from
lands of the
the University.
University. The
The five schools
included are the
Texas, Texas
Texas Western,
included
the University
University of Texas
Western
Texas A&M,
Prairie View A&M,
Tarleton State
Texas
A&M. Prairie
A&M and Tarleton
State College.
BUILDING FU
FUNDS
BUILDING
DS
.
With a predicted
predicted growth
growth rate
rate in student
student enrollment
enrollment .m
With
_m
Texas universities
120 per
per cent
1975, Dr. Ray
Ray said,
Texas
universities of 120
cent by 1975,
said,
"All
worried about
funds."
All colleges are worried
about building
building funds."
"The
present funds available
not under
under t~e
t~e
"The present
available to schools not
Permanent
Fund are
insufficient," President
President Ray
Ray said.
said.
Permanent Fund
are insufficient,''
amendment were
were to
voted down,
'"If
If the
the proposed
proposed amendment
to be voted
down,
Texas
other Permanent
Permanent Fund
Fund schools would
Texas Western
Western and other
would
be subject
pressure to help the
other schools. But,
But, if
subject to pressure
the other
the
amendment is adopted
adopted we could
assured that
our
the amendment
could be assured
that our
called on to help
other
own building
building funds
funds will
will not
not be called
help other
state-supported colleges."
state-supported
.
.
The University
Texas has shown
shown Its
approval of this
The
University of Texas
its app~oval
amendment by contributing
$15,500 from
from its
ItS developdevelopamendment
contributing $15,500
ment
funds to the support
the campaign
campaign for its adopadopment funds
support of the
tion.
FIVE SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS ADDED
FIVE
ADDED
The 12
12 colleges and
and universities
under the
The
universities under
the present
present
amendment
are East
State, Lamar
Lamar State
State College
College
amendment are
East Texas
Texas State,
Technology, North
North Texas
Texas State,
State, Sam_
Sam Houston
Houston State,
State,
of Technology,
Southwest Texas
Texas State,
Stephen F. Austin,
SuI Ross and
Southwest
State, Stephen
Austm, Sul
and
Texas College
College of Arts
Texas SouthSou thTexas
Arts and
and Industries.
Industries. Also, Texas
ern Texas
Texas Tech, Texas
Texas Women's
Women's and
and West
Texas State.
State.
ern
West Texas
The five
five schools added
added to the
state college
college building
building
The
the state
program by Amendment
program
Amendment One would
would be
be Arlington,
Arlington, MidMidwestern, University
University of Houston,
American, and
and AnAnwestern,
Houston, Pan
Pan American,
gelo State.
State.
Texas Western
Western was included
included in
the schools receiving
receiving
Texas
in the
building
money from
from state
state ad valorem
from 1947
1947 to
building money
valorem tax
tax from
1958. However,
However, as a result
result of a move
Texas Tech
Tech to be
1958.
move by Texas
included in Permanent
Permanent Fund
Fund allocations,
allocations, in
in 1958
1958 Texas
Texas
included
Western
included in
in the
Permanent Fund
Fund in order
order
Western was included
the Permanent
gain the
the support
Fund schools.
to gain
support of EI
El Paso
Paso for
for the
the Fund
STUDENT WANS
WANS
STUDENT
Amendment Six concerns
concerns a self-perpetuating
self-perpetuating student
student
Amendment
loan
would provide
provide for the
issuance and
and sale
sale
loan fund
fund which
which would
the issuance
general obligation
the State
State of Texas
Texas in an
of general
obligation bonds
bonds of the
amount
million.
amount not
not to exceed
exceed $85
85 million.
Walter
Richter, executive
executive secretary
secretary of the
the Committee
Committee
Walter Richter,
Governing Board
Board of State
Colleges and UniverUniverof the Governing
State Colleges
sities, said
said in an October
October 8 newsletter
that the
the plan
plan
sities,
newsletter that
would be patterned
the highly
successful loan fund
would
patterned after
after the
highly successful
fund
West Texas
Texas State.
State.
at West
Richter said
available to any
any
Mr. Richter
said that
that the
the plan
plan will
will be available
student qualified
qualified to enroll
enroll in a Texas
Texas institution
institution of highstudent
highlearning (junior
(junior or
or senior
senior college,
er learning
college, private
private or
or public).
public).
The program
program would go into
into effect
immediately since
since the
The
effect immediately
the
59th Legislature
Legislature passed
enabling legislation
which bebe59th
passed enabling
legislation which
effective only if the
the amendment
amendment is adopted..
adopted.
comes effective
ESTIMATE
NEEDS
ESTIMATE NEEDS
The colleges
universities in the
the state
state system
system have
The
colleges and universities
have
been asked
asked to submit
submit estimates
estimates of how
how much
much money
money they
they
been
expect to need
under this
this plan,
plan, and
and the
the estimates
estimates have
expect
need under
have
been quite
quite large,
large, Mr. Richter
"I think
been
Richter said. "I
think this
this is an
indication that
loan funds
funds are
are needed
will be
indication
that the
the loan
needed and will
be
most helpful,"
most
helpful," he said.
Amendment
Eight is "a Constitutional
Constitutional Amendment
Amendment Eight
Amendment
providing
automatic retirement
District and
and Approviding the automatic
retirement of District
Appellate Judges
old age; creating
creating the
State Judicial
Judicial
pellate
Judges for old
the State
Qualifications Commission,
Commission, defining
defining its
functions, and
and
Qualifications
its functions,
empowering the
Supreme Court,
Court, upon
empowering
the Supreme
upon recommendation
recommendation
Commission, to remove
District and
and Appellate
of said Commission,
remove District
Appellate
Judges
and to retire
such judges
cases
Judges for
for misconduct
misconduct and
retire such
judges in cases
of disability."
disability."
The
the unanimous
unanimous approval
approval
The amendment,
amendment, which
which has the
of the
State Bar's
Bar's Judicial
Section, makes
the State
Judicial Section,
makes retirement
retirement
automatic at age 75
75 and
and provides
for retirement
retirement of disdisautomatic
provides for
abled judges
those who break
break the
the public
abled
judges or removal
removal of those
public
trust.
trust.

process of an important
important and
ambitious change.
ambitiou
change.
In
the MuIn previous
previous years,
years, the
useum ha
bas been
somewhat of
sewn
been somewhat
curiosity. It included
included a cola curiosity.
varying oblection of widely varying
jects
without actual
actual contijects without
nuity.
nuity.
Now the Museum staff
Now,
staff iis
in the
integrating
the' process of integrating
exhibits toward
exhibits
toward the goal of
a natural
natural history
museum of
history museum
the Southwest
Southwest area which
which
will cover the ages from the
the
origin of the earth to the
origin
present day.
present
n g Museum
D uurir i n
lo eu.m Director
Director
Rex Gerald'
Gerald's leave of abRe.
sence, duties
duties are bein
being hanhansence.
temporary director
dled by temporary
Col.
o1. Betrum Wright.
Wri ht, Be
He is
Mrs. Margaret
aided by
b Mrs.
largaret Blanassistant
director;
co, ass·
tant to the director;
Walter Johnson,
Johnson, preparator
preparator
Walter
exhibits; Mrs.
Watof exhibits;
lrs. Shirley Watson, technical
technical assistant
istant in
archaeology; and six
student
archaeology·
ix student
employees.
employe .
fortunate
The Museum is fortunate
in many ways: it bas a competent, enthusiastic
petent,
enthusiastic staff, and
it has
interest
has support
support and interest
members of the
EI Paso
from members
the El
community. Noticeably
community.
Noticeably lacking, though,
student interinterthough, is student

est.
est

Mr. Johnson
that
Mr.
Johnson estimated
estimated that
the large
large majority
majority of visitors
visitors
grade school
high
are grade
chool and high

students
school stud
nts and other
ther
people from
from the
the community.
community.
different
Texas Western
Western is different
many colleges simply
from many
there is a Museum
because there
it might
might as
on Campus, but
but .it
well be a b ssen
the
e n t for the
amount of student
student support
amount
upport
given.
A look at some
the curcurome of the
rent displays
numrent
display shows
hows a number of eexhibits
hibil! which should
hould
and helpbe both interesting and
ful to TWC
TWC students.
students.
ful
For those
those interested
inter ted in
jn cururrent
events,, a map
of Viet
rent ev
map or
Vi t
Nam
am (pictured
(pi tured rrecently
ently in
Prospector) is kept
the Prospedor)
ept up tto
through
efforts of
date throu
h the
he efforts
the sta
stafff and KTSM.
has
KT M. It hru
been
by a Viet Cong
b
n joined by
oog
batUe
co¥lete
battle flag, <'O
lete with eex-planation.
p1anation.
The Hall of Indian Life
students
contains much for
for students
with
Dis-with various
various interests.
interests. Di
plays are
are concerned
concerned with an
excavation
Indian vilexcavation of an Indian
lage near
near Hueco Tanks, and
include
old burial,
include a 600
600 year old
models of the typical dwellmodels
and expl
explanations
the
ing, and
nations of the
pottery, food
tools, jewelry,
jewelry, pottery,
and building materials used
used
and
by the Indians.
Indians.
To the left of the entrance
To
is
process of
· a room in the proc
reorganization. It
reorganization.
It currently
currentl
contains Indian arfila
artifacts such
contains
as Casas
Casas Grandes
Grandes pottery.
as
pottery,
jewelry, b
basketry
ketry and typical
dress. The
The room also con
contalDs
dre:ss.
two large typographic
maps
two
typognpbJc maps

of Texas sbowlnc
,eoiOCic
OWUII' C
loC
ages and cities,, hl1bw
h1,hw&ys,ete.
ys, tc-.
of this
ex,
Off or
thi room is
i an ex.
hibit or
of int
interest
crni;
, t to the
the orruthologist.
thologisl.
Upstairs, ann excellent nunUp~tair,
eral
fossil
collection will
r l and
nd to
il collection
ill
prove of value to th
the geology
geology
pro
student.
Exhibits include d.is•
disstud
nt. ExhibiLc;
plays
on the
three types of
of
plays on
th thr
how they
rrocks
ks and ho
they are
re
mad ; fossils
Io ils arranged
made;
arranged in
in th
the
various g
geologic
various
ologic eras;
r ; and a
model
showing composition
mo l showing
Franklin Mountain
Mountains,,
th Franklin
of the
layer by layer.
There is also
There
al o ann archaeolrchaeoland
hibit of pottery an
oogy exhibit
artifacts
from
other Indian artifn
· from
the Southw
Southwest,
and
si, Mexico
exico and
America..
South Americ
One room is
On
i also donated
to the P
Peak
to
ak Collection of
game animal
animals..
gam
Arrangements
Arrangem
n may be made
group tou
tours of the MIlfor g-roup
seum.
contain
eum. Groups
roups must
must con
15
people,, and
aud ar15 or more
more peopl
rangements
by
ra emen may
ma be made by
calling
Mrs.
at th
the
Hin
1 . . Blanco
Blan
at
nluseum.
Both general
lw· um. Both
n raJ and
planetarium
offer~
plan tarium tours
tours are offered with Junior L
League
womape women
n conducting.
onducUng.
11 you have
never been to
If
have never
the Museum, drop
drop by some
week day between
between 8 a.m.
a.m. and
and
week
p.m. or from
from 12 noon to 5
5 p.m.
Sunday.
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
will have
pleasant
have a plea
ant surYou will
prisee in store
store for you.
pri
....,JEANNIE
TODARO
-JE
IE TOD

Pen-umbra
Pen-umbra

Texas Western
Western May
ChaLLenge
Texas
May Challenge
Superiority Of
Of 'Better1
'Better' Colleges
CoLLeges
Superiority
One of the decisions many
many
students must
make after
after
students
must make
high school
school is that of chooschoosattend.
ing a college to attend.
1
Often, as
as
Often,
most of us
realize, perpersons do not
select Texas
Texas
select
Western in
in
Western
pre f erence
preference
other,
for other,
more "pres"prestigious"
t jg i o us"
schools.
The reare aRICE
sons for this
sons
this
RICE
situation, recurrent
recurrent in
situation,
i n El
Paso as elsewhere,
elsewhere, in recent
recent
good deal
years have lost a good
of their
validity. The former
of
their validity.
perennially "better"
colleges
perennially
"better" colleges
have witnessed
witnessed the
the rise
rise of
good, often
often excellent,
good,
excellent, schools
challenge their superiority.
to challenge
Texas Western
Western is one of
which has risen.
the colleges which
risen.
An opinion
opinion I hold,
hold, based
observation of and visitavisitaon observation
competition with
with
tion and competition
students from other
other colleges,
students
is that
that Texas Western
Western is one
the best
gr-adof the
best choices for graduating high schoolers.
uating
A
reasons for that
that beA few reasons
include: the College, as
lief include:
oar catalog
catalOl' tells .....
sUll ls
Is
our
m. still
small enough
enough to allow stusmall
dent-professor- convel'Sations;
conversations;
dent-professor
teachers, to be distinguished
disUnguished
...- teachers,
m specialist
specialist researchers,
ffro
ro m
existt at
at Texas Western;
Western;
still ex
TWC has
has an increasingly
increasingly
TWC
competent student
student g o0 v e r n
n-competent
heree compet.
competment; students her
ing intellectually
intelleetnally with other
inr
colleges
win
consistently;
colleres w
j n
consistently;
Schellenger
Schellenrer Laboratories are
amODI' the nation'
nation's best;
the
amonr
best; the
College
has a well-rounded
well-rollDded
College bas
Coll~
athletic program; the College
has well - rounded
rounded females;
bas
females;
College publications
College
publicaUons have a
good deal
freegood
deal of contextual freedom;; TWC
TWC has
dom
bas an eeffeeUve
ffective

Student
tudent Activities
A tivities Board.
As far as
as student-to-stuAs
dent rapport
concerned,
dent
rapport is concerned,
however, it
it is fair
fair to say
however,
ay conversations are
are probably
probably more
more
versations
stimulating on other
other camstimulating
puses. While
the
While this
this is true,
true, the
potential
student
potential for more student
comment is equal at
at Texas
comment
Western to that of
of almost
almost
Western
college community.
community. Cross
any college
sections of student
student mentality
mentality
sections
do not vary a great deal from
do
one quality college
college to anothone
neither do conversaconversaer and neither
tion topics.
While the
the tendency
tendency to explain
student silence here
plain student
here has
has
usually resulted
resulted in
in the
the comusually
ment that students simply
simply are
another
lazy, there
there may be another
reason.
They may be afraid, either
of penalty or of being ignored.
So let us
US hypothesize,
So
hypothesize, just
Just
tor
for the sake of sanity, that
Texas W
Western
has reached
Texas
tern has
good
the point where it is a good
but does not have
have
college, but
promises
being an excelexcelpromises of being
lentt one because, unlike
unlike a
len
truly intellectually creative
institution, its faculty
faeulty and
openly "criti"erltistudents do not openly
revise a n d supplant
supplant
cize, rev·
tradition!'
tradition."
Accepting our hypothesis
hypothesis
Accepting
true, let
further offer
ofter
as true,
let us further
transmission devices as
some transmission
possible
the voices
possible remedy
remedy to the
silence. They might be:
of silence.
-An
between
-An
open line between
President Ray and the stubody. If students feel
tecl
dent body.
the
the president,
president, whom
whom now
they seldom
seldom see, is truly
they
truly inthink,
terested in what they think,
conceivable more u
utterit is conceivable
tterance would be detected.
ance
-Establishment of
of an open
-Establishment
soapbox ftor
am. . Speakers
S_kers
o rum
soapbox
woald be allowed
allowed to talk on
would
Issae, from
from free
free love
love to
any Issue,
U.S. troop acUon
aeUon In
la Viet
U.S.

Nam.
speakers would
we.ld
Nam. The speak
also be subj
subjectt to qaestlon
question
also

and debate
dehate from the Ooor.
fioor.
and

ore student authority in
--More
administration, effective
ad.ministration,
ffective this
year.
-Establishment of a team
-Establishment
to compete on NBC
televiBC televi•
"College Bowl." (Ex(Exsion's "Colleg
pand our
our horizons, so to
p:md

speak.)
peak.)
-More cOUJ"llloous
taelllty
-More
o
eo
faculty

members;
whoo woald
woald
memb
rs; ones
on
wh
support
students
It
upport stud
n
lf stud....ta
tudea
were felt to be right.
rlcht.
wer
It
are
If o0 the
t b e r hypotheses
hypotheses are
available, a present
available,
pr ent transmistransmission
ion device known as The
Prospector
Pro
pector will be pleased to
print them.
them.
print
....,JOSEPH lUCI
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orme
ormerr Mode
Modell Spea
Speaks
ks
Scul
pturi ng Class
Sculpturing
Class
By PAT
By
PAT HAfflCOCK
HAmCOCK
1Sixty-seven
Sixty-seven years
years of
of experience
experience
artist's model
model
aa sculptor's
sculptor's and
and artist's
re
brought to
to the
the sculpture
re brought
sculpture
dd modeling
modeling class
class in
lecture
in a
a lecture
ober 12
tober
12.•
The
speaker, Nelson
The speaker,
Nelson Bennett
Bennett,
72-year-old ex-trapeze
?2-year-old
ex-trapeze artist
d circus
circus clown,
spoke on
on arard
clown, spoke
ts and sculptors
sculptors be
he has model.
modelts
for
places he
he
for and
and the
the many
many places
ss visited
visited in
long career.
in his long
career.
·s career
started in
Paris when
when
is
career started
in Paris
was five.
was
five.
SED FOR
FOR PICASSO
SED
PICASSO
'Mom and Pop were posing for
'Mom
andsaid,
Pop "and
were I posing
for
din," he
was wandin,
he said, "and I was waning around
the artists' studios

artist

U

ing around the artists' studios
clown
makeup. A young paintclown makeup. A young paintwanted
wanted to paint
paint the little
little boy
clown
clowD: makeup
makeup and
and that's
that's how
how
et
Picasso. ~at
That ~as
was th;e
the bebe~t Picasso.
'ngg of my
my life with artists."
artists."
e once
once told
Renoir. "I
IlJ can't
can't
told Renoir,
e for
cloud or
for a tree,
tree, a cloud
or water,
water,
ause
says I
don't know
use Mother
Mother says
I don't
know
""
. Bennett
Bennett continued,
continued, "I have
have
all schools of art
ed for all
art and
pture
except pop and op art.
pture except

PIZZA 60c
60e up
Up
PIZZA
ARDOVINO'S
ARDOVINO'S SHOP
206 Cincinnati
ClnclnDati
206
Between Mesa
Stanton
Between
Mesa & Stanton

* Faculty
Faculty
* Seniors
* Juniors
Juniors
* Sophomores

Now Open
Open. . ••••
Now

OUR COMPLE
COMPLETE
TE SKI SHOP
ON THE MEZZAN
MEZZANINE
INE
Schuss!
Schuss' Right
our Ski
Ski Shop
Shop and
and then
then to the
slopes, where
where
Right into
into our
the slopes,
you'll go schussing
you'll
schussing in
in finest,
finest, warmest
in apparel
warmest style
style . . . in
apparel by
by
White
White Stag,
Stag, McGregor,
McGregor Profile
Profile and
and Meister
Meister ... with
with skis
skis by
by Hart,
Hart,
Blizzard
Blizzard and
... ski
ski boots
boots by
Henke and
and Garmish
...
and Fischer
Fischer ...
by Rieker,
Rieker, Henke
Garmish ...

TONEY
1966 Flowsheet Editor
MARTHA

Hours 9:00
9:00 LID.
a.m. - 4:00
4:00 p.m.
p.m,

Faculty,
through Oct.
Faculty, Seniors
eniors & Juniors
Juniors Oct. 25 through
Oct. lI9
29
pedal
Student Prices
Prices ..•
..• $2.25
$2.25 PAYABLE AT THE TIME
peeial Student
F TB.
mEE SITTING. Best pose
pose will
will be selected
F
selected by the
the student.
student.
2.00 will be credited
credited to any order
student wishes
2.00
order the student
wishes to place
portrait pictures
Nov. 15,
15, 1965.
1965. A
or additional
additional portrait
pictures before
before Nov.
A
lectlon of 4 color poses is
ill offered
each student
student for
$5.00
lectlon
offered each
for a $5.00
'tting
$'1.00
tting eharge,
cbarce. Additional
Additional selection of 4 poses
poses only $4.00
BOYS WILL WEAR WHITE
WHlTE SHIRTS,
SHlBTS, DARK COAT
COATS
AND
AND TIES.
TIES.
I

......

High School.
School.
Candidates,
which
more
Candidates, of which
more
than
10,000 of the
than 10,000
the nation's
nation's best
best
students
nominated annually,
students are
are nominated
annually,
are
are selected
selected from
superior stufrom superior
students who
indicate a desire
to
dents
who indicate
desire to
make
career of teaching
make a career
teaching college
college
students.
students.
The
first
Woodrow
The
first
Woodrow Wilson
Wilson
fellowship winner
fellowship
winner
from
from
TWC
was Howard
Howard McCord
McCord who
who gradgradwas
uated
1956 with
uated in 1956
with a degree
degree in
English.
Bert L. Almon
and Mrs.
Mrs.
English. Bert
Almon and
Kathy
Kathy Dishart,
Dishart, who
who also received
received
degrees in English,
English, were
degrees
were Wilson
Wilson
fellowship
1965.
fellowship winriers
winners in 1965.

ATTENTION!

Room
Room 312 - SUB
UB

Camp
Campus
Crusade
us Crusa
de
Outlin
Outlines
Purpose
es Purpo
se

"The
specific purpose
purpose of the
"The specific
Since
then, they
they have
the
Since then,
have sponsponCampus
for Christ
Campus Crusade
Crusade for
Christ is sored
sored two
two retreats
retreats in which
which a
look like
corkscrew but
that of presenting
Christian total
90 students
participated.
bu
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~hat
presenting the Christian
II don't
don't look
like aa corkscrew
••~t--==-==~==~-_
total of
of 90
students participated.
faith to
to College
College students
students by
The campaign
II can
take a corkscrew
corkscrew pose:"
pose'."
ONE
MAN SHOW
faith
can take
ONE MAN
by gogoThe
campaign emphasizes
emphasizes the
the
ing
fraternities, sororities
sororities and
and role
the church
He
then twisted
twisted his
(Continued from
ing to
to fraternities,
He then
his supple
from Pare
Pace 1)
role of
of the
church in
in life
life and
and
closely with
with churches
body mto
into a contortion
contortion with
other groups,"
body
with an have been anyone who was un- other
groups," AI
Al Marquez,
Marquez, didi- works
works closely
churches of
of
rector of
campaign at
This movemovee3:se that
that would
would fill
a-go-go girl
girl moved
moved by
by the
beautiful simplicea.se
fill an
an a-go-go
the beautiful
simplic- rector
of the
the campaign
at TWC,
TWC, all
all denominations.
denominations. This
with
envy.
ity,
insight,
comedy and
ment
spread to
various colcoland love
love in explained.
WIth envy.
insight, comedy
explained.
ment has
has spread
to various
Mr. Bennett
The Crusade
Crusade,
however,
first leges
leges and
and universities,
for which
was
enthusiastic the.
the stories
and the
the manner
Be~ett
was enthusiastic
stories and
manner in
The
however first
universities, for
which
about art
originated in
in 1951
1951 at
were told
told .to
to us. At originated
art in
In Texas. He said "Art
IIArt which
which they were
at UCLA
UCLA unun- aa magazine,
magazine, the
the Collegiate
Collegiate ChalChal~as
made great
the guidance of
of William
is published
published
one was
was l~
left .wlth.
h.as made
great strides
strides in Texas
Texas the
the end
end one
with an
an .~un- der the
William R.
R. Ienge
lenge Magazine,
Magazine, is
smce I was last in EI Paso.
Bright,
who
the president.
four times
year.
usual sense of optimism
SInce
Paso. Tom usual
life 5 Bright,
optimism_ in
in life's
who is
is the
president. four
times aa year.
~ea and
and Vera
Wise had
had a very
very g?odness.
goodness. A ~are
Over 250 students,
students, including
including athAnother
retreat
has
been
rare evocation
~ea
Vera Wise
evocation b~
by a Over
athAnother retreat
has
been
fme
that II remember
remember singularly
fine department
department that
smgularly
gifted
gentleman.
gifted gentleman."
letes
scheduled for
October 23-24
letes and
and outstanding
outstanding students.
students, scheduled
for October
23-24 at
at
and the
the faculty
today is doing
joined
Crusade Cloudcroft,
New Mexico.
and
faculty today
doing a
-------joined the
the first
first Campus Crusade
Cloudcroft, New
Mexico. Bob
Bob
CARNIVAL
ESCORTS
commendable
job,
considering
commendable
job,
considering
CARNIVAL ESCORTS
for Christ.
Pollard
Christ.
Pollard and Phil Duran
Duran of
of the
Applications for
that
bursting at
at the
the
Applications
With
inspiration
as
Math Department
Dr.
for Sun
that the school
school is bursting
Sun Carnival
Carnival
With this
this inspiration
as aa TW Math
Department and
and Dr.
seams."
escorts are
available in the
seams."
escorts
are available
the of- bbasis,
· aa campaign
·
campaign
was
begun
Braly, aa surgeon,
surgeon, will
lecas1S,
was be
gun at
at Byron
Byron Braly,
will
lecfice of
of Men.
Men. Dead-------It was
not until
fice
of the
the Dean
Dean of
Dead- TWC
TWC last
last year.
year. It
was not
until ture.
ture. The
The total
total cost
cost is
is $4
$4 and
and in.
inline for
for applying
applying is
November
last December
December
that the
the organorgan- eludes
meals, lodging
lodging and
and insurinsurSPEAKER TO SHOW
line
is
November last
that
eludes meals,
SPEAKER TO SHOW
15.ization was
was officially
recognized.] I ance.
ance.
15
ization
officially recognized
<Continued
from
Pace
1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ligence and
took part
the
Iigence
and took
part
in the
evacuation
Dunkirk. He
evacuation of Dunkirk..
now
He now
makes his
the South of
his home in tbe
France.
France.
John Spencer Churchill's
Churchill's two
John
books
''The Churchill
books are
are "The
Churchill CanCanvas" which
vas"
by
which was
was published
published by
Little Brown
and "Be"BeLittle
Brown and
and Co.,
CO'I and
hind the
the Churchill
Canvas," soon
Churchill Canvas,"
soon
be issued
issued by the
to be
same house.
the same
house.

ilson Fellow
Fellowship
ship Is
warded
warded To
To TW-Ex
Texas
graduate, reTexas Western
Western graduate,
ret winner
$1500 Woodrow
winner of a $1500
on fellowship,
son
fellowship, will
will leave
leave
month
month for the Netherlands
Netherlands
take
work.
take post-doctoral
post-doctoral work.
amon Pinon
Pifion has
obtained a
amon
has obtained
degree at
at Brown
Brown University
degree
University
will study
study at
the University
will
at the
University
ijmegen. He
graduated from
from
ijmegen.
He graduated
Western in 1960 with
as Western
with a
in physics.
ee in
physics.
e was
for the
felwas nominated
nominated for
the felship by Dr. Ray Past, Camshlp
representative,
with
representative,
with the
the remendation
mendation of Dr.
Dr. E. J.
pp, who
chairman of the
the
PP,
who was
was chairman
hematics
and Physics
hematics and
Physics Dement.
ment.
r. Pinon,
11 Texas
Texas
Pinon, one
one of 11
tern
students to win
win a WoodWoodtern students
Wilson fellowship
over the
Wilson
fellowship over
the
9 nine
nine years,
received sevyears, received
sevscholarships
while
scholarships
while attendattendTWC.
TWC. He was
was valedictorian
valedictorian
. graduating
Ysleta
is
graduating class
class at
at Ysleta
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bindings
bindings by
by Marker
Cubco and
COUl'Se,the
most
Marker Cubco
and Nevada.
Nevada. And,
And, of course,
the most
wonderful ski
wonderful
gloves, socks,
socks, underwear,
and caps.
caps. Whether
Whether
ski gloves,
underwear, T-shirts
T-shirts and
you're a pro
or snow
snow bunny,
you'll find
find all
all your
your needs
needs here.
here.
you're
pro or
bunny, you'll

MEZZANINE
MEZZANINE

papularr
popula

DOWNTOWN
DOWNTOWN
ONLY I
ONLY!
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Citizens
Student
Teetotaler Citizens
Blasts Teetotaler
Drinking; Blasts
Lauds Drinking;
Student Lauds
Tour Post
Post
Tour
Ex-Student
ROTC
Challengess Ex-Student
ROTC Rifle Tearn Challenge
TO THE EDITOR:
It would
i n de e d be a
would indeed
shame if, as Mr.
aptMr. Rice so apt•
shame
ly put
percent•
put it, "a small percentpopulation
U.S. population
the U.S.
age of the
would
le•
as lerepresented as
be represented
would be
gion
this
views." In this
their views."
gion in their
case the
population is that
that
the population
case
arguthe arguof El Paso, and the
ment
at col•
coldrinking at
over drinking
ment is over
lege football
football games.
games.
lege
teeto•
that a few teetoIt seems that
telers would
would like
have the
the
to have
like to
telers
administration of TWC take
take
administration
measures
drinkprevent drink·
to prevent
measures to
ing at Texas
Texas Western's
Western's home
games. The sight of a few
drunks
drinkers
drunks and a few drinkers
at a college football
football game has
aroused them
point
the point
them to the
aroused
where they are trying
trying to
have drinking
This
outlawed. This
drinking outlawed.
have
attempt to
to impose
their moral
moral
impose their
attempt
the fans of Texas
code on the
Western is doomed to utter
utter
Western
fa
aili I u r e.
Everyone knows
e . Everyone
what happened
Prohibihappened to Prohibiwhat
tion.
tion.
people will
will say that
that
These people
they are
against drinkinr
drinking
not against
are not
they
in general,
general, just
drinkagainst drinkJust against
in
ing at
at football
football pmes.
games. GrantGranted, the
article made no
menn o menthe article
tion
against
stand against
taking a staod
ol taking
tion of
drinking.
drinking. They seek only to
prohibit
at football
football
drlnkiug at
prohibit drinking
games.
Anyyo
0 n e remember
remember how
An
Prohibition came
came about?
about? Let
Let
Prohibition
me
memories.
your memories.
refresh your
me refresh
The
started
Prohibitionists started
The Prohibitionists
small scale, a town
town
out on a small
here
county there
there...
here and a county
Their's was an insidious
insidious rise
Their's
to power. In the end, they
they
had the
whole country
country under
under
the whole
had
their
spell
their spell
I
teetoteler or
neither a teetoteler
am neither
I am

I do agree
agree that
that TW is the
the
"shootlngest
college" in the
the
"shootingest
country and that
that it has
has had
had
country
more than
than its share
share of top
shooters.
shooters.
I was
contacted by Dr.
was contacted
John "Pinky"
"Pinky" Edwin
Edwin to form
form
John
hope
team of Exes and II hope
a team
that
about.
this can come about.
that this
I am
am now Journalism
teachJournalism teach·
er at Bowie ffigh School
and
chool and
er
often against
shoot every
every so often
against
shoot
their
team in
small-bore
in the small-bore
their team
range here.
chalrecently chalhere. II recently
range
lenged
first string
team
tring team
their first
lenged their
them
beat them
and beat
bet and
on a $55 bet
without practice
practice with
with a rusty
rusty
without
380 score.
ore.
380
Thanks for the
pub·
the good pubThanks
licity for the
rifle team, they
they
the rifle
licity
are comparatively
comparatively unrecogunrecognized by the college for their
their
work.
fine work.
But
please remember
remember to
But please
keep
the record
straight on
record straight
keep the
rifle
histories.
team histories.
rifle team
YOURS
YOURS TRULY,
1952
LIDS PEREZ, 1952
400
400 CRANE

an alcoholic. II am
am one of the
the
an
countless thousands
thousands in the
countless
middle. Drinking
Drinking d
don
o n e in
moderation does little
more
little more
moderation
than
stimulate the
heart.
t h e heart.
than stimulate
Something needs to be done
done
Something
fend off the
the cold winds
winds
to fend
Franklin.
coming from Mt. Franklin.
insist on
If a few people insist
making fools of themselves
themselves in
making
then they
should be
they should
public, then
pitied not
not condemned.
condemned.
pitied
JOHN SALAZAR
SALAZAR
JOHN

• • ••

TO THE
THE EDITOR:
TO
As a TWC
TWC ex-student, I
As
was interested
interested in the
recent
the recent
article
Prospector,
the Prospector,
article in the
"John Edwin,
Edwin, Famous
Famous MarksMarks·
"John
man, Returns
Returns with
with" Shooting
Shooting
Laurels."
Laurels."
As
captain of the
TWCrithe TWCriAs captain
fie team
1951-52,II disagree
disagree
team of 1951-52,
ne
that
the 1964
1964 team is the
the
that the
greatest that
Texas W
Western
tem
that Texas
greatest
rethe reet the
To set
produced. To
ever produced.
cord
1951 team
team
the 1951
straight, the
cord straight,
was never
never beaten
and won
beaten and
the
Southwest InvitaInvitaonly Southwest
the only
tion Rifle
TW plus
plus
Meet for TW
Rifle Meet
the Hearst
Hearst matches
and the
the
matches and
the
National
Champion•
Defense OhamjdonNational Defense
hangs outside
outside
that now hangs
ship that
the
wall in
in Memorial
Memorial
the office wall
Gym. We also won numerous
numerous
Gym.
state
and
match and
league matches
and league
tate and
were undefeated
undefeated that
that year.
year.
were
To my know
ledge, the
the 1964
1964
knowledge,
team
lost the
Southwest In•
inthe Southwest
team lost
vitation
way
which is, to my way
vitation which
the true
true test
test of
thinking, the
of thinking,
a rifle
(shoulder-to•
team (shoulder-torifle team
shoulder shooting).
shooting).
shoulder
Other members
team
members of my team
Other
included
AI EdDeckert, Al
included Joe Deckert,
win
brother),
Edwin's brother),
win (Dr. Edwin's
Jim
Spender and Dr. John
John
Jim Spender
Ponsford.
Ponsford.

• • •

Editor's
fonowThe followEditor's note: The
the repl,y
the
repiy to the
ing is the
above
le1Jter which
which was
above letter
submitted
Perez
Luis Pe-rez
submitted by Luis
the Prospector
the
Prospector and the
to the
ROTC
department. The
ROTC department.
Gold rifLe
rifle team,
team, in
in turn,
turn,
submitted
their answer.
answer.
submitted their

Dear Mr. Perez:
Perez:
Dear
The TWC
TWC gold rifleteam
rifleteam
would like
like to take
take this opwould
portunity
invite any team
team
portunity to invite
(even yours)
yours) to a shouldershoulder(even
to-shoulder
the
match at the
to-shoulder match
rille range
range at their
their conTWC rifle
venience. Any
individuals
Any individuals
venience.
daring enough
schedule a
enough to schedule
daring

September 24
24 the Prospec.
Prospee_
On September
story "lsraeU
"Israeli
headlined a story
tor headlined
Army Post."
Post,,,
Girls Wish To See Army
match
should contact
contact Sgt.
match should
The occa
occasion
that story was
w~
ion for that
team coach,
Dale Helton,
Helton, rifle
rifle team
an
interview
with
Alra
Lipshiz
biz
Lip
Afra
with
w
rvi
int
an
at the
rifle range;
telerange; telethe TWC rifle
Sham ira Lipshas
Lipshas 18, two
two
20, and Shamira
542-5631.
phone 542-5631.
citizens
Tel-AVIV
were.
1-Aviv who were
citizens of T
RESPECTFULLY,
Y,
BESPECTFULL
visiting
Texas
Western Cam.
Cam,
xa Western
visiting the T
TEXAS WESTERN
pus and wer
were invited
invited to com.
COrnpu
RIFLE TEAM
men t on their
their findings in the
ment
•• •• •
United States
States by the Studen
StUdent
THE EDITOR:
TO THE
Association.
ociation.
student that
that walks
the
walks the
As a student
First
their
tourist
list of tourist
ir list
First on th
"try to hit
them easy street"
street"
hit them
"try
attractions th
theyY Ii
listed
army
ted an anny
attractions
wish we could
could do someII wish
Jerusalem, where
where Afra
Afr.
thing
improve the walking
walking post. In Jerusalem,
thing to improve
served 20 months
months in the arhad served
conditions on Hawthorne
Haw tho r n e
conditions
my
and Shamira
Shamira was
was awaiting
awaiting a
my and
Street.
Street.
explained
hey
military
lour,
they
explained
tour,
military
There aare
no sidewalks
sidewalks
r e no
There
that the loc
location
training
lion and training
that
available and cars line
line both
both
available
conducted on mili
military
installaary installa_
conducted
sides of the
the street
street (some are
are
tions is classified
classified information.
information.
practically in the
street), so
the street),
practically
Through th
the efforts
Stupedestrians are left
left to tramtramfforts of the StuThrough
pedestrians
thesee two
two young
ple over
over the
and stride
stride
sodalion th
dent Association
the rocks and
through the sand. It
even
women
had their
wish satisfied
satisfied
It is even
their wish
through
women bad
worse
after a big rain
rain storm.
storm.
recently at
at the U.
Army Air
U. S. Army
worse after
recently
However, the
the condition
of
condition of
However,
Defense
Center, Fort
Fort Bliss.
ConBli . Confense Center,
D
the street
the only
only
not the
ls not
treet Is
the
tacting
the Information
Information Office at
tacting the
menace, we have
have to dodge
menace,
Fort
Bliss, arrangements
arrangements were
were
Fort Bliss.
reckless drivers
speed
they speed
drivers as they
reckl
made for th
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new pricing
pricing policy
policy II
aa new
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NOW
can eat
eat at
at the
the Bullfighter
Bullfighter Mexican
Mexican Restaurant
Restaurant for
for as little
little as 25<::,
25<;:, plus
plus
you can
NO W you
drink!
Sounds
unbelievable?
Well, it's
true! You
can now
now buy
q,uy ala
ala carte
carte and
and
You can
it 's true!
Well,
unds unbelievable?
drink ! So
pay
only 25¢
25<;:for
each item
item you
you select.
select.
But--get
this--the
most your
meal can
can cost
cost
your meal
most
But--get this--the
for each
pay only
(including second
$1.39, plus
plus drink!
drink!
.
helpings) is $1.39,
second helpings)
{including

4108 NORTH
NORTH MESA
MESA
4108

•

PHONE: 533-9497
533-9497
PHONE:

tith Wtnldi
WtnfdiBMt
8riJt M~
FOfJd
M~ FtHJd
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avy Officer's Hobby
Hobby
J ournalism
Amateur Journalism
sS Amateur
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STUDENT RECITAL
RECITAL SET
RODEO CONTEST
CONTEST TOMORROW
TOMODOW
RODEO
ET
STUDENT
A woodwind
woodwind quartet
quartet playing TWC's
TWC's Rodeo
Rodeo Club will hold
music arranged by Harry NelCollege Roping
Roping
el- its Invitational College
instructor of music
music at TWC,
TWC,Contest
Ysleta Rough
Rough RidComest at the Ysleta
son, instructor
ers Arena on the Zaragoza Road
recitalers
highlight a student recital
will highlight
No admisbe held in
in Magoffin
tomorrow. No
admisMagoffin Audi- at 2 p. m., tomorrow.
to be
Tuesday.
sian fee will
charged.
will be charged.
sion
rn. Tuesday.
torium at 3 p. m.

By 1EANNIE
JEANNIE TODARO
TODARO
By

What is the hobby that occuoccupies much of the spare time of
a naval officer who holds the
Silver Star and Purple Heart
medals
medals and who is the Deputy
Commander of the United States
Naval
Oceanography
Office
for
Office for
Naval Oceanography
Hydrography?
Amateur
journaljournalAmateur
Hydrography?
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ism,
course.
ism, of course.
RETURN
TO
BRIGADOON
BRIGADOON
RETUR
This was the answer given by
Tommy
Capt. V.
v. A.
S. .
Tommy has discovered that he
U. S.
A. Moitoret of the U.
in the
with Fiona in
talk before the [ourncannot stay with
journ- ~:
Navy in a talk
o.ty because he cannot accept
city
Friclass last Frialism news editing class
the life in Brigadoon.
Brigadoon. He and
day on
Campus.
on Campus.
day
go back to New York and
Jeff go
El Paso
Capt. Moitoret was in El
leave Brigadoon and Fiona forto speak
speak as a naval
expert on
naval expert
ever.
oceanography during the SouthTommy is not happy in
But Tommy
western
Exposition and
western Science Exposition
the States and after several
Symposium held last week.
week.
returns to Scotland
months he returns
His experience
experience with
with the Navy
to see the place where Brigadoon
Brigadoon
1937 when he entered
began in 1937
he
stood. As he stands there he
once stood.
the U.
S. Naval Academy
AnAcademy at AnU. S.
CAPT. MOITORET
MOITORET
CAPT.
tells
only girl he
tells Jeff that the only
napolis.
aWe were
members
of
were members
napoUs. "We
Fiona.
the accelerated class
class of Annapo- hand press on which be prints will ever love is Fiona.
His love is so intense that it
lis," he said, "as we were the The Cemetery Rabbit, a paper
caretaker and BrigaBrigafirst class
graduate early be1945 and
and ''had
'llad awakes the caretaker
began in 1945
which began
be- which
class to graduate
doon
doon materializes. As the mist
cause of
II,II
its 43rd hop in 1964."
1964."
its
WW II."
of WW
cause
Currently, Capt. Moitoret is a descends over the city, Tommy
After his graduation in Febacross the bridge to Briga1941, Capt. Moitoret's
Moitoret's war member of the National Amateur walks across
ruary, 1941,
Jeft llits
lifts his
service included "the
lithe distinction Association,
Arna- doon and Fiona. Jeff
Association., the American Amaof having two aircraft
aircraft carriers teur
teur Press Association,
Association, the Brit- hand in a last farewell and the
sunk from under
under me--the
me-the Prince- ish Amateur Press Association
Association mist swirls about and Brigadoon
vanishes.
ton and the Hornet."
Fossils, "an old boys' vanishes.
and the Fossils,
Tickets for "Brigadoon" are
Btl- club of people with
with 15
15 years in
Capt. Moitoret received the Silavailable at Magoffin
Magoffin AuditorStar as navigator
hobby who reminisce about
navigator of the car- the hobby
ver Star
SUB. Students
SUB.
the
in
and
ium
rier
good old days in
in amateur
amateur may purchase tickets
that he the good
Princeton and noted that
rier Princeton,
for half
th~ Hornet when it journalism and who publish aa price
served on the
may receive one free
carried Jimmy Doolittle's bomb- quarterly
quarterly in which they remin·
remin- ticket and
carried
with SA cards. Tickets
ers for raids on Japan.
isce."
isce."
are $1.50.
$1.50. $2, $2.50,
$2.50, and $3.50.
$3.50.
After the war, Capt.
Capt. Moitoret
Moitoret He
collection of 18,18,He also has a collection
000 amateur papers which
which cover
revision 000
was the co-author of a revision
on a textbook on damage control
control. many years of th
thee hobby's bishis,
"Because of my experience with tory from
from 1876.
1876.
~''Because
the aircraft
aircraft carriers, the Navy
Explaining
that
was
not
he
~at
E:xplaining
must have thought
that II could trymg
trying to recruit
recrwt members, Capt.
Capt.
thought that
write expertly
expertly on such a subject Moitoret
Moitoret told the history of amawrite
W.
When
as damage
control," he
he commentWhen campus
campus police
police chief
chief W.
explained
and explained
journalism and
teur journalism
comment- 'teur
damage control,"
as
up-to-date
an
receives
Jones
P.
ed
wryly.
the
organization
of
the
National
P.
Jones
re~eives
~
up-to-date
National
the
of
organization
the
ed wryly.
he
this week,
student
C t Moitoret's
Moit t'
thus!
f
Amateur Press Assoriation.
student register
register this
week, he
Assoriation.
Capt.
apt. ~I ore s. enthusiasm
en usrasm for
or Amateur Press
...
and his
campus cops
cops will
will swing
swing
his campus
and
amateur
Moltoret, bis
his wife, and .
.
.
Capt. Moitoret,
journalism was very
amateur [ournalism
into high
evident
speech to
range in
in age
age mto
~Igh. gear
gear and
and have
have aa field
field
who range
children, who
four children,
to four
his speech
throughout his
evident throughout
cars.
ticketing student-owned
day
the
class.
He
explained
that
he
from
8
to
20
years
in
age,
live
day
ticketing
stude-'!t-owned
cars.
the class. He explained that he from 8 to 20 years in age, live
the
Jones, the
According to Chief Jones,
inh .ted hi . t
t
f
in
Camp
Springs
Md
According
Md.
interest
his
inherited
en
IS In
eres .from
rom parI,>ar-in Camp Springs,,.
cops have
have not
citations
written citations
not written
c,ops
journalists.
ents, who
wh~ were both Journalists.
for many
traffic and
and parking
parking
many traffic
for
father not only
his father
In fact, hIS
~n1y workCOUNSELORSATTEND
if there
there were any
violations if
ATTEND
COUNSELORS
metropolitan newsed on several metropolItan.
questions about
student ownownthe student
about the
questions
Guidance counselors from the ership
but also started
papers, but
st?rted his
hIS own
own Guidance
ership of
of the
the cars.
cars. Now,
with an
an
Now, with
Daily Scuttlebutt
newspaper, The Dally
Scuttlebutt El Paso area and from Texas up-to-date
up-to-date student
student register
all
register all
Gazette, when he was stationed towns within a 100
100 mile radius of doubt
doubt about
has
vulnerability has
about vulnerability
on the Von
Von Steuben during World
World El Paso were on the Texas West- been
removed.
been removed.
War I.
ern Campus
Campus recently
recently for a VocaVocaon Page
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Conference.
Capt. Moitoret has his own tional Guidance Conference.
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'Brigadoon'
'Brigadoon'
Continues
Continues

COpS
Rezistere
Cops Get Register·
Ticket Cars
Will Ticket

Parks anywhere
Parks

KERN PLACE PHARMACY
Avenue
230 Cincinnati Avenue
Less--Much Less!
Cash & Carry For Less--Much

49c Hytone
Hytone Fil~r
Filler Paper 19c (88 Sheets)

spaCe to lie pe11a·
.... '
space
an automobile
ntomobilll_
cm
an
aspot,abootamileawayttom
its de-li,wtioa.
dea"
' ••
its
upot,aboutamileawayfrom
Tbere
are other
other sides
sides to Honda,
Honda, too.
HODdaa_&eodare-fieodtoo. Honda
There are
ishJT frugaL
gallon of gas will
will carry
carry you
you up
up to3X)mpe.
to 3l1flllllCo
&ugal. A gallon
ishly
depending on
on which
the 15 Honda
models ,oa're
""re
Honda modela
which of the
depending
driving. And insurance
bills shrink
shrink topractically·nothing.
to practically·nothing.
insurance bills
driving.And
As
for upkeep.
upkeep, a Honda
Honda needs
needs little.
little.
A.a for
abiDing enmple
example above
above is the
the remarkable
remarkable Honda
Honda
The shining
SO.It
sella for
for about
about $215*.
$215*.And
are 14 more
more models
model
there are
And there
It sells
SO.
to choose
choose from.
from. Look
over.
them over.
Look them
See the
the Honda
Honda representative
representative on yourcampusOl'write:
yourcampuaorwrite:
America
Honda Motor
Motor Co., Inc.,
Ine., De
.... tweut CZt
cz.l00
100
Department
American Honda
West AJoodra
Alonm
Boulevard,
Boulevard,
West
GardeDa, California
California 90247.
~
Gardena,

A
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added that
that
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past
obtaining ac- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p st in hopes
hopes of obtaining
reditation for the Departments
creditation
Departments
of Electrical,
Mechanical, and
Electrical, Mechanical,
Civil Engineering.
Engineering. Only
the DeOnly the
partment
parlmenl of Metallurgical
EnMetallurgical Engineering
had heretofore
been
gineering had
heretofore been
accreditedaccredited.
Now that
the Departments
Departments ot
that the
of
Metallurgical, Civil and ElectriMetallurgical,
ElectriEngineering are accredited,
cal Engineering
accredited,
there remains
there
remains only the
Mechanithe Mechanic a II Engineering
Engineering
Department
Department
lacking
lacking equivalent
equivalent
recognition.
recognition.
And this
this recognition
recognition will
And
will not
not be
Mechanical
long in coming. The Mechanical
Engineering Department
Engineering
Department has
has several strong
strong points
points in its favor.
eral
It is better
staffed faculty-wise
faculty-wise
better staffed
than the other
than
other three
three departments,
departments,
facilities are
are
and its laboratory
laboratory facilities
till growing
still
growing (further
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(further expansion
was announced
weeks ago).
was
announced two weeks
ago) .
accreditation is expected
expected
Thus, accreditation
within two years, if not sooner.
within
sooner.
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W
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if good news travels
travels
fast, bad
news travels
travels faster.
faster.
bad news
Last Saturday
Saturday we
we were
saddenLast
were saddened
ed when
our Miners were
when our
were defeated at
feated
at Laramie,
Laramie, Wyo. How-

Companies
Comp
anies
Schedule
Sched
ule
Interviews
Interv
iews
Placement
are scheschePlacement interviews
interviews are
duled with
with six
six companies
whose
duled
companies whose
representatives
representatives will be on Campus this
this week.
week.
Companies
represented
are
Companies
represented
Texas Employers
Insurance Co.,
Co.,
Texas
Employers Insurance
ColJins
Steel Corp.
Collins Radio, Armco
Armco Steel
Corp.
(Sheffield), Armco
Sleel Cor(Sheffield),
Armco Steel
poration,
Corporation
poration, Du Pont
Pont Corporation
and Socony
Socony Mobil Oil.
and
The schedule
sched ule is as follows:
follows:
MONDAY
Texas Employers
Te
Employers Insurance
Insurance Co.
Robert Schultz
Schultz will
Robert
will inlerview
interview
graduates in mining,
metallurgraduates
mining, metallurand electrical
electrical engical, civil and
gineering.
gineering.
TUESDAY
TUE
DAY
ColliDs Radio
Collins
C.
O'Reilly will
C. J. O'Reilly
will interview
interview
graduates in
in mechanical
and elecgraduates
mechanical and
trical
engineering.
trical engineering.
WEDNESDAY
WED
DAY
Armcoo Steel
(Sheffield)
Arm
teel Corp. (Sheffield)
The corporation's
corporation's representarepresentaThe
tive will
will
interview electrical
electrical
interview
mechanical,
metallurgical
mechanical,
metallurgical and
civil engineers.
engineers.
civil
THURSDAY
THUR
DAY
Armco
Corporation and
Armco Steel
teel Corporation
and Du
. Pont
Pont Corporation
Corporation
D. E. Chapman,
Chapman, Du Font's
Pont's rerepresentative,
will interview
presentative, will
interview gra~
graduates
engineering and
duates in civil engineering
aJ"O'one interested
interested in a career
career
anyone
with
Pont Corporation.
Corporation.
with Du Pont
FRIDAY
Socony
·ocony Mobil Service
ervice
., Socony Mobil Oil's represenrepresentatives, C.
C, A. Reinke
Jr., D. S.
S,
tatives,
Reinke Jr.,
Nye, and Mr.
Mr. Mills
Mills will
interview
will interview
graduates
electrical, and
grad uates in ciVil,
civil, electrical,
mechanical engineering,
in
mechanical
engineering, and
and in
physics.
physics.
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Come
General Electric,
Come to General
Electric,where
where the young men are
are important
important men.
Important
I mportant responsibilities
respon ibilities come
come to
to
you
early at G.E.
you early
. .
You could
cou ld find yourself
yourself on the
the
learn
marketing aa
team responsible
responsible for marketing
Or you could
new appliance.
appli ance. Or
could be in
India, in
installing
India,
~ailing a nuclear
nuclear power
power
plant.
laboratory looking
pl nt. Or 10 a laboratory
looking
for applications
for a3 re~3rkabJe
for
pphc lion for
remark ble

O_r ma

new "artificial
"artificial gill"
that lets
mamgill" that
lets mammals
breathe under
under water.
mals breathe
water.
This
company that
that
hi is
i a worldwide
worldwide company
makes over
over 200,000
different prodmake
200,000 different
pr d(rom jet
engines and weather
ucts, from
jet engine
weather
satelhles
computers and
and color
color
atelhte to
to computer
TV. In this kind
kind of company
compan , you
·ou
have
far.
have to be very good to get very
very far.

If
you are good,
good, you
'Il be
rewarded.
H you
you'll
be rewarded.
With mo~?y,
With
course. . But
But with
money, of cours
with
responsJbJlIlY,
too..
Tl!
p n ibility, too
The
mostt important
The mo
important job
job you'll
you'll
ever have IS
i your
your first
fir t job.
job.
Ihe most
. And
n_d th
most iimportant
mportant job
job
Inlervlew you may
havee is with
mterv1.!w_you
may eYer
vcr ha
the man
man from
Ir m G.E.
, .• •

7?-ogres£ /$
Ol/r Mosf
'A-ogr~
Is Ovr
Mosf /",/>Om.",
lm;,orf.1nf l'rotIvef
l'rotllld

GENERA
GENERAL L 'f
'. j ELECTR
ELECTRIC IC
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Tealll Has
old Rifle
Rifle Team
igh
Hopes Of Success
igh Hopes
Success Notre Dame Set
Predictions
Predictions

- ~,

~

To Defeat
Defeat USC

~

Georgia was
was pulled
pulled
from
five. Georgia
from
the unbeaten
by Florida
Florida State
the
unbeaten list
list by
State
Not
Dame
tussles
with but
N o l r e Dame
tussles
with
Sun Bowl
Bowl Champs
Champs will
but the
the Sun
will
USC's Trojans
Trojans tomorrow
tomorrow
while come
USC's
while
come back
back to batter
batter
Kentucky
Kentucky
;remembering
last year's
,remembering
last
year's 20-17 by
hy three.
three.
the Californians
Californians that
cost
that cost
loss to the
the Irish
Irish an undefeated
undefeated
season Michigan
the
season
Michigan State
Stale To Pound
Pound Purdue
Pnnlae
and the
the national
national championship.
championship.
and
Undefeated
Michigan
S tatate
e
Undefeated
ichigan St
Ara
Parseghian's
Leprechauns
Ara Parseghian's
Leprechauns
smells roses
roses and
and will grapple
grapple
have a 3-1
3-1 mark
mark and
and would
would like
like smells
have
with Griese-led
Griese-led Purdue
Purdue and
and will
will
the Trojans
Trojans just
to annihilate
annihilate the
just with
subdue the
the Boilermakers
Boilermakers by
four.
by four.
like the
the Spartans
Spartans did seventeenseventeen- subdue
like
Another undefeated,
undefeated, West
West Texas
Texas
hundred
hundred years
years ago. Southern
Southern Cal
Cal Another
Mexico
State, will bury
bury New
New Mexico
with wins
wins over
over State,
is undefeated
undefeated with
State's
Aggies by
two points.
points.
Aggies
by two
Wisconsin, Oregon
Oregon State,
State, WashWisconsin,
Wash- State's
Thrice-beaten
Arizona will
will bebe:
Arizona
ington
and Stanford,
tie Thrice-beaten
ington and
Stanford, and
and a tie
quadruple-beaten
Arizona
come quadruple-beaten
Arizona
with Minnesota.
The Notre
Darn- come
with
l\tinnesota. The
Notre Darnafter aa two-TD loss
San Jose
loss to San
ers should
should reciprocate
reciprocate last
last year's
year's after
ers
State while
while Oregon
Oregon State
State will
will
State
score and
and win
score
win by three
three points.
points.
stomp Utah
Utah by
five.
by five.
Meanwhile,
the nation's
nation's supsup- stomp
MeanwhHe, the
posedly number
one team
team Nebposedly
number one
NebThe Summary:
Summary:
The
raska,
Colorado's Buffaraska, tackles
tackles Colorado's
BuffaNotre
Dame 20,
20. USC
Notre
Dame
USC 17.
loes in
The CornhuskCornhuskloes
in Lincoln.
Lincoln. The
Nebraska 28,
28. Colorado
Colorado 1-4.
14.
Nebraska
ers continue
continue their
their easy
easy schedule
schedule
ers
end
should trample
trample the
nd should
the Buffaloes
Buffaloes
Arkansas 35,
35. NTSU
NTSU 16.
16.
Arkansas
TD's.
by two
two TD'.
Texas 28
28, Rice
Rice 7.
Texas
Arkansas,
Texas To Win
Arkansas, Texas
Win
Texas Tech
Tech 22,
22. SMU
SMU 17.
17.
Texas
Arkansas,
number
Arkansas. the
the nation's
nation's number
Georgia 18,
18, Kentucky
Kentucky 15.
15.
Georgia
two
team, has
has a 16-game
I6-game winning
two team,
winning
Michigan
State
21.
Purdue
Michigan
State
21,
Purdue
17.
streak going
going and
and tangles
tangles with
streak
with
San Jose
Jose 24,
24, Arizona
Arizona 12.
San
North
Texas State.
State. The
The RazorRazorNorth Texas
backs
are slight
slight live-touchdown
five-touchdown
backs are
Oregon State
State 14,
14, Utah
Utah 9.
Oregon
favorites over
over the
Eagles. Texas,
Texas,
:favorites
the Eagles.
perturbed after
last week's
week's 27-24
perturbed
after last
out to
loss to Arkansas,
Arkansas. will
will be out
stampede anyone
anyone they
can find,
find,
stampede
they can
which
will be
which tomorrow
tomorrow will
be Rice.
The Horns
Horns are
TD favorfavorThe
are threethree-TD
ites.
Texas Tech
Tech will
will continue
continue
ites. Texas
its unorthodox
ways and
and
unorthodox winning
winning ways
will
Mustangs
by
will beat
beat SMU's
SMU's Mustangs
by
By CARLOS
CARLOS CALDERON
CALDERON
By

TOP ROTC
ROTC RIFLEMEN:
Members of the
Texas Western
Western rifle
row, left
left to
right,
TOP
RIFLEME : Members
the Texas
rifle team
team are,
are, bottom
bottom row,
to right,
David
Claudio, David
Schreibstein;
top row,
row, left
right-William
Aylor,
David Claudio,
David Moore,
Moore, Pat
Pat White,
White, Bert
Bert Schreib
tein; top
left to right-William
Aylor,
Richard Kobesrsi,
Kubesrsi, l\lartin
Weick, Nigel
Keiffer, and
and George
George Rodenberg
Richard
Martin Weick,
Nigel Keiffer,
Rodenberg Jr.
Jr.
I.fan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
By DOUG
DOUG CO
CONWELL
If an impressive
impressive record
record is
is any._
any' ••.------------By
WELL
measure
future
accomplishmeasure
of future
accomplish"The
Gold Rifle
Rifle ments, t h en ten
"The Texas
Texas Western
Western Gold
h
TW·f!
emen
ments, then the
TW riflemen
earn stands
earn
stands a good chance
chance of should
should have
good season.
season.
have aa good
oing . undefeated
undefeated
the Paso
Paso
oing
in the
el Norte
Norte League
League this
this year."
year."
LAST SEASON'S
SEASON'S RECORD
RECORD
LAST
This
the optimistic
This was the
optimistic prepreThe team
second and
and
The
team placed
placed second
..ction
ction of team
\sponsor, Sgt.
team \Sponsor.
Sgt. third
in the
the 1965
1965 Fiesta
Fiesta Invitathird in
Invitaale
Helton, after
ale Helton,
after the
the defeat
defeat of ti
a1 Small
S all B
Rill
M t h
Bore _Rifle
Match
he
and Rifle
Rifle tional_
he White
White Sands
Sands Pistol
Pistol and
~~~
in ~an
a c
held m
San ~[:nio.
Antoruo. e
.LI.
lub
Monday night.
night. Out
Iub Monday
Out of
of aa
Last
year
they
were
awarded
Last year they were awarded
points, TW netted
netted tenth
ossible
ossible 1200 points,
Sixteenth AnAnThe Texas
Texas Western
Western Miners
Miners met
met
tenth place
place in the
the Sixteenth
The
141
their opponents
141,, while
while their
opponents scorscor- nual
Small Bore
Bore Rifle
with their
first defeat
defeat in
in the
the
nual Small
Rifle TournaTourna- with
their first
1086.
ment.
competed with
with more
more form
form of
Wyoming Cowboy
Cowboys, ,
ment. TW
TW competed
of the
the Wyoming
than 35
the Saturday
Saturday afternoon
afternoon at
TW
a major
major contender
contender for
for than
35 teams
teams from
from across
across the
at Laramie,
Laramie,
TW is
is a
nation--one of the
the largest
largest nana- Wyo
racked
he Paso
Norte
League
Wyo .... when
when the
the Cowboys
Cowboys racked
he
Paso Del
Del Norte
League nation-one
tional tournaments
tournaments held
in the
the the
Miners 38-14.
hampionship
this year.
year. Th_e
The L~aLea- tional
held in
the Miners
hampionship this
United States.
The
going
to
e, primary
rifle orgaruzation
organization United
States.
The Orangemen
Orangemen
going in to
e,
primary rifle
El Paso
Southwest, conconaddition to competition
competition
their fift~
fifth gamE:
game of
season I
In addition
in their
of_ the
the se~son
n the
the El
Paso Southwest,
the Paso
Del Norte
Norte League
League this
their fifth
straight
ists
of nine
nine teams.
teams. Following
following
the
Paso Del
this and
and seeking
seeking their
fifth straight
ists of
year, the
w~ met
met with
with a strong
limination matches,
it is
is divi~ed
divided year,
the Gold
Gold Team
Team will
will travel
travel win
strong deterdeterlimination
matches, it
town.
Q1med
group of Cowboys,
who
to
smaller leagues.
leagues. A
out of town.
wined group
Cowboys, who
to two
two smaller
A winwm- out
. just
just weren't
going to
to be
be defeated.
er of
each of
of these
weren't going
defeated.
er
of each
these divisions
divisi9ns is
is
November
will
Wyoming
got of!
off to a fast
fast start
start
ovember 5-7 the
th~ team
~e~ will
Wyoming got
hen determined.
determined.
invit a tiIon at
hen
a tt en d a shootmg
s h 00 timg invitation
mvr
a t l and
and scored
scored four
four touchdowns
in
at~end
touchdowns in
"Last
won first
place Sllllwater,
"Last year
year we
we won
first place
Stillwater,
Okla.
Sgt.
Helton
the first
first half
of the
game, beOkla .. Sgt.
Helton the
half of
the game,
the second
league," said
n "the
second league,"
said Sgt.
Sgt. hopes
compete m
in the
the Fourth
able to
to
hopes to compete
Fourth fore
fore the
the Miners
Miners were
were able
elton
elton "and
"and this
this year
year our
our Gold
Gold US
US Army
Shoulder-totalley.
The first
first 14
14 point
point were
were
Army ROTC
ROTC Shoulder-totalley. The
eam
to take
earn 'plans
'plans to
take first."
first."
Shoulder
Smallbore
Conference
after less
then 5 minutes
Shoulder
Smallbore
Conierence scored
cored after
less then
minutes
Matches at
at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Texas.
of the
the game
OLD TEAM MEMBERS
Matches
Fort Hood.
game had
had gone
gone by.
by.
LD TEAM MEMBERS
One of the
most important
important
Texas
Western
to
One
the most
Texas
Western managed
managed to
The
Gold Team,
Team, TW ~arsity
~arsity tournaments
tournaments
will
Annual make
the scoreboard
scoreboard in the
secwill be
be the
the Annual
make the
the secThe Gold
iflemen,
consists of Richard
Fiesta
Invitational,
ond period,
period, when
when
quarterback
Invitational, held
held this
this ond
quarterback
'flemen, consists
Richard Te- Fiesta
les
Charlie
Hopkins,
spring.
Billy Stevens
Stevens
fired
21-yard
Billy
fired a 21-yard
les Charlie
Hopkins, George
George spring.
odenberg Jr.,
Fleming, Bert
Bert
"Last year,
we were
were beaten
split end
end Bob
Bob Wallace.
"Last
year, we
beaten pass
pass to split
Wallace.
odenberg
Jr., Bill
Bill Fleming,
cbriebstein
Sgt. Dale
Dale Heloniy by
Texas A&M in
in this
this Joe
Cook. the
the Miners'
Miners' kicking
kicking
by Texas
Joe Cook,
chriebstein and
and Sgt.
Hel- only
on.
match,"
said the
team coach.
coach.
added the
the extra
extra point
point to
match," said
the team
ace, added
to
"But this
this time,'
time,"
he added.
added, make
half time
time score
score of 28-7.
"But
he
make a half
Fred
Romero,
Nigel
Keiffer,
Fred Romero Nigel Keiffer,
lb
"we're coming
away from
from there
there
The Orangemen
up after
after
"we're
coming away
The
Orangemen fired
fired up
arlin Weick,
Enrique
WeI e, with first place!"
artin
Weick. 'Enrique
Weibe,
(Continued on Page 10)
illiam
Aylor, David
David Moore
illiam Aylor,
Moore and
and ~w"i"th""f"irs""t"p"l"a"ce"."'
.."""";;;;;""""""~""""("C"o"n"tin""n"etJ"",,on""p""ac~e""I"O"),,,,;;;; isn't
isn't hard
at
White are
are members
the Ii
at White
members of the
when you
let
when
you let
econd, or
or White
White Team.
Team.
econd.
Cliffs Notes

W yommg
·ng
Wyom1·
Han
and Ss TW
F·
LOSS
F~•st
Irst Loss

I I

\

I

5-?

be-1

HOne of our
our biggest
biggest hopes
hopes this
"One
eason is George
Rodenberg Jr.,"
eason
George Rodenberg
Jr.,"
transfer
from Colombia
Colombia Unitransfer
from
Uniersity, said
said Sgt.
Sgt. Helton.
Helton. :•He
':He
ersity,
. ed 294 points
points out
'red
out of a possible
possible
our first
first match
00 in
in our
match Monday,"
Monday,"
ontinued the
ontinued
the coach.
coach.
Sgt. Helton
listed the
accomSgt.
Helton listed
the accomlishments
other Gold
Team
lishments of other
Gold Team
embers:
embers:
EAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
EAM
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Richard
Telles-first
place out
out
Richard Telles-first
place
112 competitors
the 1965
1965
off 112
competitors at
at the
ustin Invitational
TourAustin
Invitational Rifle
Rifle Tournament.
nament.
Charlie Hopkins-overall
high
Charlie
Hopkins-overall high
ironsights in the
the 1965
1965 Paso
Paso Del
ironsights
Norte
League, and
and high
high man
man on
Norte League,
the
squad last
last year.
year.
the TW
TW squad
Bill Fleming-highest
Bill
Fleming-highest aggregaggregate of the
the anysights
anysights
division,
ate
division,
unclassified,
Del
unclassified, in the
the Paso
Paso Del
orte League.
Norte
League, No.1.
No. 1, 1965.
Burt
Schreibstein-highest
agBurt Scbreibstein-highest
aggregate
the ironsights
ironsights division,
division,
gregate of
of the
in the
Paso Del
League,
in
the Paso
Del Norte
Norte League,
No.2.
1965.
No. 2, 1965.

Every
Is College
College Night
Every Night
Night ls
Night
At

R. K.'s
Roarin' 20's
Swing or Dream
Swing
Dream to Music

by the

VINCE ROBERTS
ROBERTS COMBO
VINCE
COMBO
From
PermanentMemberships
From
Permanent
Memberships
Available
Available
6:00to
12:00
1321Magoffln
6:00
to 12:00
1321
Magoffin

SOM£
THING &
SOMfT"ING
& 1"

be your guide.
Cliffs Notes
Cliffs
expertly summarize
summarize and
and
expertly
eXplainthe
explain
the plot and
characters of
of more
more than
characters
than 125
major plays and novelsnovelsmajor
Shakespeare's
including Shakespeare's
works. Improve
Improve your
your
works.
understanding -and your
understanding-and
Call on Cliffs
Cliff's Notes
grades. Call
in any
for help in
literature course.

125 Titles
Tilles in all-among
all - among
125
favorites:
them these favorites:
Hamlet. • ~
MM:beth
Scariet letter
lettel • Tai•
Tall'
Hamiel
t h • Scarlet
01 Two
Two Citift
Moby Dick
Return of
of the
of
Cities • Moby
Dicll • Return

HaW. •• The
The Odyssey
Odyssey·• Julius Caesar·
Native
C. r •
CtkN and
8nd Punishment
Punishment. • The
The lIi11d
Gr .. t
Crime
Iliad • Great
Expectations • Hucklebeny
Hucklebeny F'mn
(Jipecbtions
Finn • K.....
Ki.
Henly IVP8rt
ht ••• Klrw
KIIII
Henry
IV
I • Wutheril1l
Wutherir-. .....
Hela:ht1
l..
•
PridII
and
Prejudice
•
I.anf
JIm
l_. • Pr~ end Prejudice LonS Jim •
OtMUo • Gulliver'.
Lord of
of
Othello
Gulllver's Trlvel
Travels•• • Lord

,,_rt
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the

your bookseller
bookseller
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Placeme
Placement
nt Office

Political
Political Seienc
cienc
Lechire
Tonight
Lecture Tonight

Dire ctors Shift;
Directors
Shift ;
Offic
es Moved
Offices
Mov ed
Several
have taken
Several changes have
taken place
the Office of PersonPersonplace in the
nel and Placement
Placement at Texas
Texas Western
Western College. James
James A. CaCavalleri, past
past director
director of personnel
personnel and placement,
valleri,
placement, has moved
to the
the Athletic
Athletic Department
Department as Athletic
Manager.
Athletic Business
Business Manager.
Eugene W. Green
Green is the
the new personnel
director and L.
L. PhilPhilpersonnel director
lips Blanchard
Blanchard is the director
student placement.
director of student
placement.
On October 15, the S tudent
• Placement
Placement Program
Program moved to
On

'Comb
at' Is
'Combat"
Them
Themee For
For
ROTC
ROTC Ball

The traditional
The
traditional
ROTC
ROTC dance
dance
t.his year
year won't
won't be very
very traditionthis
traditional.
al.
Sponsored
by Scabbard
Sponsored
by
Scabbard
&
Blade military
military honorary
honorary society
Blade,
ociety
for top-echelon
t~p-echelon junior
junior and
senfor
and senior
cadets, this
this year's
year's
ior ROTC
ROTC
cadets,
dance
theme will
will be
the "Combat
dance theme
be the
"Combat
Ball."
Ball."
The
men from
The men
from s
S & B are
are busy
busy
decorating
the SUB
tomorrow
decorating the
SUB for tomorrow
night's event
event with
with thousands
night's
thousands of
eight-foot long
reeds and
eight-foot
long reeds
and catcattails gathered
gathered last
last week
week from
tails
from cottonhelds near
near the
the Mexican
Mexican borbortonfields
der.
der.
attempt to
to create
In their
their attempt
create an
atmosphere
of a Vietnamese
Vietnamese
atmospbere
battlefield, the
the ROTC
ROTC advocates
battlefield,
advocates
spent
most of
previous Sunspent most
of the
the previous
Sunday wielding
razor-sharp machemacheday
wielding razor-sharp
tes amid
amid the
the sweltering
sweltering
humidity
tes
· · • humidity
•
of the
the border
border 1rngation
irrigation ditches,
ditches,
.
h e type
on1y 1location
ocation
w h ere tthe
type
the
where
th e only
of
they needed
grows.
of foliage
foliage they
needed grows.
Invited
cadets and
their dates
dates
Invited cadets
and their
have been
been informed
informed that
have
that a prize
prize
for
the most
original costume
for the
most original
costume in
accordan<;e
with the
the combat
combat
accordance
with
theme
will be
awarded.
theme will
be awarded.
Guests
to the
the music
music
Guests will
will dance
dance to

October

15, tbe

Student

First in a serie
First
series of distinguishdistinguished
ed lecturers
lecturers in
tbe field
field of polipoliin the
tical
tical science
science to
Camto speak
speak on Campus will
will be
be Dr.
Dr. W
pus
Webb
bb Fiser,
Fiser,
pE>aking on the
speaking
the Status
Status of PoliPolitical
Theory
tical Theory in LA 116
116 tonight
tonight
m.
aatt 8 pp.. m.
Dr.
the vice-president
Dr. Fiser
Fiser is the
vice-president
of academic
affairs at
the New
academic affairs
at the
ew
York
State University
Universit Graduate
York State
Graduate
chool of Public
Public Affairs
School
AIAffairs in Albany.
ived his
hi PhD
bany. H_
He re:
received
from
~hD from
the
of Chicago
Chicago and
the Uruvcrs1
University
and
was
the Maxwell
was a memb
member r of the
Maxwell
. A
Graduate
School
G~aduat
chool of Public
~ubll_c Afffairs at Syracuse
fairs
Syracu e University.
Umversity.
He
various
He has
has contributed
contributed to various
scholarly
journals and
and is the
the auscholarly journals
author
of the
the book
"Mastery of the
thor of
book "Mastery
the
Metropolitan," an application
application of
Metropolitan,"
political
theory to modern
political theory
modern urban
urban
government.
government.
Fi er will al
Dr. Fiser
alsoo conduct
conduct sevseveral
tudent and
eral .student
and faculty
faculty
sememinars
inars while
w~jJe on Campus.
Campus.

Conv
Convention
ention
Is Attended
Atten ded

The Pilgrim
lIlaek
Calf

By Spurs
Spurs
TWC Spurs.
Spurs, sophomore
TW
ophomor womwomhonorar.v .service
. ervice organiz
honorary
orga?iza- 1
lion, is attending
attending the
the RegJ.on~l
tion
R giona
Spurs Convention
Spu~
Convention being
b ng held
held In
in
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New
New Mex.,
M x.. today
toda
and
nd tomorrow.
tomorro "·
Hostessing
the convention
Hoste
sing the
convention are
l
the
Spurs from
from the
the University
the Spurs
Uni\' r ity
They
chos-•
Mex1co.
• Th
have chos
ooff New
ew Mexico.
ey have
en aas the
the theme
theme "Spurs;
" purs: The
The
.
.
f K
led "
Frontier O
of Knowledge."
Frontier
now
·
Concluding
the convention
convention
is
Concluding
the
i
aa banquet
banquet featuring
featuring
the Assistthe
A si lant Dean
ant
Dean of Men at UNM,
U M. Dean
n~an
Fred Reagan.
Reagan. He
He will
speak on
on
Fred
will speak
"Expanding
"E.·panding Frontiers."
Frontiers."

n's
I een's

I

SUB
SUB 314.
314. All
students who
wbo are
are
All students
interested
in student
student placement,
placement,
interested in
as well
well as the
the gradu
graduating
seniors
ating seniors
interested
interested in interviewing
interviewing comcompanies on Campus,
panies
Campus, are
urged to
to
are urged
go to SUB
SUB 314
instead of
of Ad~
Ad314 instead
ministration
ministration 102.
Mr. Green
Green and
and the
the Personnel
Personnel
Office
in the
th e Administration
Office
in
Administration
The
The TWC
TWC Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women
Building,
will handie
only ColColLoui_e Resley,
Re ley. and
Louise
and the
Spurs
Building, will
the Sp1JI-i;
handle only
,advisor.
Miss Jule
Jule Ann
lege
and the
addvisor. Mi.
lege staff
staff members
Ann Hansen,
members and
Han. en,
the administrative
functions of classificlassifiministrative functions
will
will accompany
accompany the
Spurs to the
the
the Spu
ed
personnel at
convention.
convention.
ed personnel
at TWC.
TWC.
Green arrived
at Texas
Texas
Mr. Green
arrived at
Western on
on October
15 from
Western
October
The annual
Flowsheet Beauty
Beauty
Members of
of Spurs
S pur s attending
attending
from
The
ann_ual Flowsheet
Members
Rensselaer
Polytecb at
at Troy,
Rensselaer
Polytech
T roy.
Contest will
will h.e
held November
November are
are:: Betsy
Betsy Johnston,
PatsyY AbContest
b~ held
Johnston. Pa
Abwhere he
he served
N. Y., where
served as proat 6 pp.. m. 110
the SUB
SUB BallBall- dati
pro- 4 at
~ th_e
dou. Ginny
Ginn_ Batter
Bolter. Mary
ary EverEverfessor of
of aerospace
aerospace studies
and room.
fessor
studies and
room. All
All organizations
are aasket~' Vicki
Vicki Haas
Hitchins
orgamzaho~s ar_e
k- ett,
Haas, Mary Hitchins,
a department_
as
department. chairman.
chairman. He
also ed to enter
enter thre~
three girls
in the
Johnson'
Donna
He also
?1rl~ m
tJ:te Susan
u an Johnson,
Donna Knou.s:
Knotts,
taught Marketing
taught
Marketing and
an~ Market
Market .Recontest.t. The
The sem1-fmallsts
semi-finalists
will
McCauslin.
Betty
Re- conte
v11l Deana
Deana McCauslin.
Betty Mah~
ahsearch.
search. Mr.
~.
Green
1.S a retired
retired reappear
18 and
and food.
food Yolanda
Yolanda
Martinez
Sylvia
Green is
re~ppear on November
ovember 18
Martinez. Sylvia
colone~ WIth
with 28 years
the Army
years in
in the
Army will
will be
expected
Palafox, . Donna
be e.
peeled to model
model a Palafo
Donna Petty,
Pet . p~ggy
Peggy PuPuand Air
Air Force.
F~rce.
.
and
scho?l dress,
dress, a church
church or
dressy gil,
gil, Marcia
Marcia
Salcedo
and Jun
June
scho?I
or a dressy
Salcedo
and
He
received
his bachelor
outfit and
formal.
Templeton.
He received
his
bachelor of
of outfit
and aa formal.
Templeton.
science
science degree
degree from
from the
the UniverUniversity of ~~land
Ma:rland .and
masters
STUDENT
sity
_and his
his masters
ST~
DENT BECOMES'JH'd
BECOMES
degree
degree in
10 mdu:itn~
Industrial manageD?-ent
management
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from the
University
of
they just
on the
from
the Uruversity
of PittsPitts- they
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talked on
the common
common
.
b~~h. He
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St. JJ~hns
ground. "Ju
"Just t working
(Continued
from Page
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St.
~bns Christian
Christian ground.
working !
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W~taryH
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Academy
ill
Pelafield,
the different
Chief Jones
Jones says
43 cars
cars
Academy 1D
P
elafield, together
together with
with the
different churchurChief
·ay~ that
that 43
isc. Hee has
done graduate
WISC.
has
done
graduatework
ches
was
?n
experi~n?e,"
he
said.
were
towed
off
the
campus
durwork
ches
was
an
experience"
he
said
·
t
•ed
ff
th
d
towards
0
a doctorate
degree at
.
. . '
· \\
eretheO\\first four e weeks
campusof urtowards
a pdoctorate
degree at
The Migrant
ing
the
R
lyt h
The
Migrant Ministry
Ministry board
board ing
the first four w ek of
the
ensse1aer Polytech.
o. ec ·
h
·
·
t
d
s
d
Rensselaer
has
in
v
i
ted
Sunderman
back
fall
semester.
Jones
says that
that a
a
b
.
as 1 n 1 e
un ennan ack fall semester. J ones says
Any question
~oi:ic_ernmg
Any
question
concerning
the
another .~umme~'s
fire lane
been de:ignated
designated
the fo~ another
summer's work.
work. "I'm
' I'm new fire
lane has
has been
mo_vement and
movement
and division
of the
going back,"
back,
said.
in that
that area
area located
on the
hill
div1S1on of
th e gomg
he said.
in
located on
the hill
?ffices
may be
?ffices may
be answered
answered bf
b~ callcallwants to become
beco~e a w~iter
near
Holiday
Hall,
extending
He want
writer near
Holiday
Hall
.·tending
mg
• 5202, Personnel
Personnel Office,
109 542
542-5202,
or ~~d
plans to.
In the
fields from
from the
the Education
Education ' Building
Building to
C?ffice, or
.a nd plans
to labor
labor in
the fields
to
542
- 5204 Placement
542-5204,
Placement Office.
Office.
WIth
migrants
for
week Memorial
Memorial Gym.
Gym. All
with the
the migrants
for aa week
All parking
parking violaviola- - - - - -- - next
summer
tors in
in this
this area
next summer
to become
become more
more tors
area will
will have
have their
their
familiar with
their life.
life.
cars towed
towed away.
familiar
with their
car
away.
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TW Debaters
Debaters Win I
In Denver
In
Denver Contest
Contest

Policy
U.S. Policy

Texas
won
second
Texas Western
W estem won
second
place
Regis College's
Debat-place in
in Regis
College's Deba
ing Tournament
Tournament
last Friday
Friday and
and
ing
last
Saturday
in Denver.
The UniSaturday
in
Denver. The
University of Colorado
Colorado took
veraity
took first
first
place with
with 133 points
place
points and
Texas
and Texas
Western
Western had
had 130
130 points.
points.
In the
In
the extemporaneous
extemporaneous
speakspeaking debate
debate Susan
Susan Payne
ing
Payne won
won first
first
and
and Penny
Penny Byrne
Byrne placed
fourth.
placed fourth.
Chuck
Chuck Miller
Miller won
won a third
third place
place
in original
original oratory.
oratory.
..Mrs.
Mrs. Byrne
Byrne ~d
~nd Julie
Julie Ann
Ann ElElk.ins. two
kins,
seniors, received
the
two semors,
received the
highest
highest speaking
speaking
rating
rating in
in tthe
he
entire
tournament. They
entire
tournament.
They came
came
out
out with
with the
the only
only perfect
score
perfect score
for
tournament.
for the
the tournament.

fanagers of
of KELP
Radio-TV
Managers
KELP Radio-TV
haYe drafted
aa resolution
dehave
drafted
resolution
denouncing U.
U. S.
nouncing
S. draft
draft dodgers.
dodgers.
The
rash of
of student
student dedeThe rrecent
ecent rash
monstrations
the namonstrations throughout
throughout the
nation was
was the
the primary
stimulus
tion
primary stimulus
responsible
for the
action taken
respon ible for
the action
taken
by KELP.
More than
than 300,000 peopeoKELP. More
ple
live in
and it
the
ple live
in EI
El Paso
Paso and
it is
is the
hope
KELP officials
officials that
that 100,100,hope of KELP
be obtained
obtained ..
000 names
names can
can be
After
resolutions are
are signsignAfter the
th~ resolutions
ed,
to President
President
ed, tthey
hey will
will be
be sent
sent to
Johnson.
The
resolutions
will
Johnson. The
resolutions
will
show that
draft dodgers
dodgers d
doo not
show
that draft
not
have the
or sup
support
have
the sympathy
sympathy or
port
of EI
El Paso
Paso southwesterners.
southwesterners .
Gene Roth,
Roth, general
general
manager
Gene
manager
of KELP.
KELP. said
said, ''Every
"E very soldier
soldier
TEL
AVIV
TEL A
VIV CITIZENS
CITIZE S
from the
the El
area n
now
staI from
El Paso
P aso area
ow stationed
in
Viet
Nam
and
Korea
tioned
Vi
et
Nam
and
Korea
<Continued from
from Page
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will
receive a copy
copy with
with the
will receive
the numnumFirst Lieutenant
First
Lieutenant Patricia
Patricia Wheof signatures."
signatures."
Whe- ber
ber of
lan, Command
Information
lan.
Command Information
The
can be
obtainThe resolutions
Ofre olutions can
be obtainficer, Fort
Bliss, escorted
the by
ficer,
Fort Bliss,
contacting
radio
station
escorted the
contacting
radio
station
women throughout
throughout
their tour.
tour.
women
KELP.
their
KELP.

A. T. I. S. A.

D
our ear
Does your
car need
need a body
body job.
paint or
or trim job?
job. a paint
job?
If
U your
your answer
answer is
then you
will want
want to know
know
· yes
yes then
you will
about
the tine
fine jobs
available at
at A.T.I.S.A.
Jnarez,
about the
jobs available
.T.I.S.A. in
in Juarez,
Mexico.
Me ico.
A.T.I.SA.
has a representative
representative
here in
In El
El Paso
A.T.I.
A. has
here
Paso at
at
5815
5815 Trowbridge.
TrOWbridge. Customers
Customers simply
deliver their
their autoautosimply deliver
mobile
mobile to this
this El Paso
representative
and the
the rest
is
Paso repr
entative and
rest is
in_
in. the
hands of A.T.I.SA.
car is insured
insured from
the hands
A.Tl.SA. Your
Your car
from the
the
minute yon
it with
the A.T~SA.
representative
mmute
you leave
leave it
with the
A.T.LS.A. representative
until the
the time
time you
you pick
it up.
np.
until
plck it
The driver
driver who
delivers your
your car
the Jnarez
shop
The
who delivers
car to
to the
Juarez shop
and returns
returns it
it to the
the El
Paso representative
representative
is bonded.
bonded.
and
El Paso
Remember, If
Remember,
better job
done on your
your
if yon
you want
want a better
job done
contact the
the El Paso
Paso representative
of A.T~SA.
at
car, contact
representati e of
A.T.LS.A. at
phone 'J'18-'2'J71.
778-7771.
5815 Trowbridge
Trowbrid e or
or phone

T.GUar

110 TEXAS
5218 MONTANA

Life's
Life's aa picnic
picnic when
when you're
refreshed.
you're refreshed.
with its cold
crisp taste,
Coca-Cola, with
cold crisp
taste,
always just
right,
is always
just right,
never
never too sweet
sweet ...
... refreshes
refreshes best.
best.
things
things
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Magnolia Coca-Cola Bottling
Bottling Co.
Co.
Magnolia
2720 E. Yandell
Yandell
565-1451
2720
565-1451
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